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DEDICATION

To the thousands of U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliarists who
have braved the unknown dangers of a search and rescue
mission and who know, so well, the need for personnel
trained in the knowledge of saving lives at sea.
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PREFACE

This text, based on the National Search and Rescue (SAR) Plan, was prepared to
provide a course of study on common procedures for Search and Rescue (SARI opera-
tions so that any Basically Qualified Auxiliarist can effectively accomplish a SAR mission
and act as On-scene-Commander if required. The procedures and techniques herein advo-
cated in ::onducting SAR operations should be followed. However, they should be
tempered with judement. having due regard for the conditions existing at the time which
may require deviation and resourcefulness. No provtsion of this course shall be construed
as a barrier to prompt and effective action to relieve distress whenever and wherever
found. The regulations procedures and policies that apply to SAR on a national basis are
eNplained in detail. Individual districts have established supplemental methods which
should be considered in teaching this subject.

,The oriainal text for Auxiliary Search and Rescue training was excerpted front tlt-J
National SAR Manual in 1967 by Past National Staff Officer Robert A. Pumphrey and
edited by PDCP Benjamin Rivis, Fifth District. To them must go the editor's thanks for
setting the ideas into print so that we could try to improve on them. Special recognition
alsb must go to Commander J. E. Rivard, Jr., USCG and the faculty of the National
Se/arch and Rescue School, Governor's Island, N.Y.: to Commander George Wagner,
USCG: National Commodore Harold B. Haney, USCG AUX: and Department Chief,
Education, Ralph Wright. USCG AUX.

In addition, I would like to thank Mrs. Pearl Van Beveren for typing the manuscript.

Cocoa Beach, Florida
1973

Ern.Jst A. Baldini
Past District Commodore
USCG Auxiliary



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO SEARCH AND RESCUE

DEFINITION

Sench and Rescue IS.AR; is defined as the employ-
ment of availabh-: personnel and facilities in rendering aid
to persons and property in distress. The development of
t?ie SAR concept as a planned undertaking is of fairly
recent origin. although the recognition of the moral
obligation to assist persons in distress dates back to
ancient times. The rescue of military personnel in

distress has become an integral and important part of
military operations. The armed forces have traditionally
accepted, to the extent practicable. a moral or humani-
tariin obligation to aid non-military persons and prop-
erty in distress. Civil agencies and volunteer organiza-
tions. such as the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary, have
enlarged the capabilities for search and rescue.

BASIC PROBLEM

Members of the C1.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary are
volunteers and, as such. are not expected to present the
kinds of facilities and preparedness that are character-
istic of the military and civil agencies. Nevertheless.
Auxiharists should understand where they fit in the
overall SAR organization, what limitations are placed
79un them and how they are to respond to the varMus
distress notifications they will encounter.

The knowledge areas in search and rescue that the
Auxiliarist must become familiar with are:

1. Distress notification from Coast Guard or pub-
lic.

2. SAR mission aCCeptance from the Coast Guard.
3. Determination of DATUM.

4. Determination of searA area.
5. Selection of search patterns.
6. Execution of search pattern..
7. Determination of area coverarre.
S. SAR communications and SITREPS.
Q. Liaison file and log maintenance.

10. Release of information to families or agents of
distressed persons.

11. Release of information to news media.
12. Reporting SAR incident information to Coast

Guard at end of mission.
Execution of duties of On-Scene-Commander.

14. Responsibilities and inHrination requirements
of SAR Mission Coordinator.

15. SAR seamanship.

The above list of knowledge items is. of courie, not
complete. In the following chapters, suggestions and lists
will be presented which will provide the student with
additional ideas and requirements for his SAR training.

A SAR specialist must always maintain an unbiased
attitude, realizing that a search and rescue incident may
NOT fit a formula: that information provided by others
regarding a SAR incident may be erroneous, garbled,
transposed. confused, or embellished: that distress vic-
tims may NOT use intelligent methods to asAst in their
rescue: and that distress victims, when rescued, are often
embarrased or distraught and. as a result, are often
critical of their rescuers.

The student beginning SAR study should stop and
think for a momenthow much training would he want
the person looking for him to have'?
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Chapter II

THE NATIONAL SEARCH AND RESCUE PLAN

The National SAR Plan. as presented in the National
SAR Nlanuai cG.;0s. is a document lino provides an
:Iyera!i plan fo:- :he
available facilities for all types of search and rescue
Operations. A single federal agency. through an appropri-
ate Rescue Coordination Center, coordMates all SAR
Operations in any one area. The National Plan establishes
three SAR Regions and designates Regional SAR Coordi-
nators as follows:

. The Inland Reg: ,n under the An Force
2. 'Fite Nlaritime Region under die Coa,r Guard

The Ovetsea Regions under the ()veiseas
t utired Commandets.

Regional SAR Coordinators are responsible for organiz-
ing existing agencies and their facilities, through suitable
agreements. in a basic network for rendering assistance
both to military and non-military persons and property
in distress and to carry out the United States obligations
within their specific SAR regions.

U.S. COAST GUARD

The Coast Guard has specific statutory authority
and responsibility for developing, establishing, maintain-
ing and operating rescue facilities and for rendering aid
to distressed persons and property (i.e., personnel, ships,
and aircraft, both military and civil) on. over and under
the high seas and waters subject to the jurisdiction oc the
United States and may render aid to persons and protect
and save property at any time and at any place at which
Coast Guard facilities and personnel are available and
can be effectively utilized. In cariying out its search and
rescue function, the Coast Guard may utilize the
facilities and personnel of the Coast Guard Auxiliary
together with-its own facilities and personnel in perform-
ing SAR missions.

MARITIME REGION

The Commandant, U.S. Coast Guard has divided the
Maritime Region into two major areas of responsibdity
the Atlantic Maritime Region and the Pacific Mahtime
Region. Commander, Atlantic Area, U.S. Coast Guard,

has been designated Atlantic Maritime Region SAR
(..,oichilator and Cr,innunder. Pacific Area. U.S. Coast
Guard. has been designated Pacific Maritime Region
SAR Coordinator.

In each maritime region. the Commandant of the
Coast Guard has designated Commanders of the num-
bered Coast Guard Districts as Stih-Regional or Sector
SAR Coordinators for their respective Coast Guard
District.

Each subdivision of the Maritime Region is served
by a Rescue Coordination Center (RCC) which is

rnally located at the headquarters of the designated
SAR Coordinator.

RESPONSIBILITY OF SAR COORDINATORS

Primary responsibility for SAR Coordinators is

defined as the duty of ensuring that the following steps
are taken:

I. Prompt dissemination to interested commands
of information abont distress incidents requir-
ing SAR assistance.

2. Prompt dispatch of appropriate and adequate
rescue facilities.

3. Thorough prosecution of SAR operations until
rescue has been effected or until it is apparent
that further efforts would prove to no avail.

DUTIES OF SAR COORDINATORS

The following duties of SAR Coordinators are of
interest to Auxiliarists:

I. Establish a Rescue Coordination Center
2. Ensure that a SAR plan is prepared and

distributed to appropriate activities
3. Establish communications facilities
4. Designate SAR Mission Coordinators (SMC) for

specific missions

SAR MISSION COORDINATOR

A SAR Mission Coordinator is an official designated
by a Regional. Sub-Regional or Sector SAR Coordinator



for coordinatirl.:: and ,:o::tin,lifrIg S.;R
Each SAR mission has a he

may he eithe! SAR C4,ordulatoi. a desina%..L1
official in a better positHn
particular SAR mission.

DUTIES OF SAR MISSION COORDINATOR

1. Ohtani from the PC(' C-n
information on the SAR nic:deuf.

2. Dispatch initial SAk
3. Inittatc :equest tor radar S.,:;;;ji
4. Ohtani and plot fixes (r hciiiiia iIl :in 1)1

stations. Including ITC and Nay% Dij
Initiate "all ships- hroadcas:. it v.arranted.
Due t gruund ladio

SChethik. :\,:1111;1:

n IILCIUOIli:1,2, H:

7. Phu beatings and .:e;tor disf7ess
nearest suitable Airport.

S. Determine v.eather and sea conditions.
ff. Ascertain emeigency equipment carried h..

tressed craf t.
10. Determine search are:H. select sea alt path.uns.

and dispatch an op,pini/ed SAP lur,:e.
11. Designate an On-Scene-Cornimnder
12. Specify primary and secondary S AR

quencies.
13. Request additional SAR
14. Exercise S Operationid L.onirt over forges,

assigned
15. keep SAK Coordinator hilly advised of SIR

operations.
1O. Brief SAP crews on target data. search

tactical call signs. OSC and primaty and second-
ary It equencies.

17. \laintain a plot ,h,,.,%ing areas seaiched. per,eru
of effective coverage, sighting, and lead,.

IS. Alert vessels in area. requesting lookouts alRd
hstening watch on distress frequencies. Alert
state and local agencies. if situation warrants.

10 Notify agents or command of the distressed
craft of action taken and keep them informed
of' developments

20 Change search plans and iadio frequencies aS
conditions dictate.

21.. Obtain and evaluate all lamination on the SAP
operation

22. Advise accident investigating authorities.
23. Debrief SAR crews and send situation reports

(S1TREPSI to appropriate SAR Coordinator( s1
at the end of each operation. Sr FREPS should
include identity of mission, areas searched,
hours flown, numhei of aircraft sorties. number

5.

11'2-
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..essels used. siluLne link- searched. rind
prohahility o i detection ot the t a r g e t . X I I REI'S

auld he :,2111 mr :lumbered sequen,:e.
neieiS'ary. de-aleit

aid release S A k unlis a7id other activines

No:1f%. agenc. ...onrnand sI the distressed
:mit of tre rina' \I.dke a 1;:t report 0(

:op-I:nand

\riser ne'.k. media in a,:cordan,..e
Jill established policies.

Pririons le,ron,ji ii SAR wnh SAP Regions,
SrAb-P.c.sgions and se..::,o,s is assigned to the designated

vd...uld. 55 nn-ally be
a SAP \fission Coo:dina,

S',1C

ON-SCENE-COMMANDER

An On-Scene-ConnuanderIOSCI controls SAP
operations and c011111InnicanT711 er atc (..crit.' of SAR
nussion when control of the mission cannot be exercised
effectiVely bv the SAP \fission Coordinator. The OSC is
suhoi dilute to the SAP \fission Coordinator

DESIGNATION OF THE ON-SCENE-COW:ANDER

The S.AP Miso,ion Coordinator (SMC) shall designate
an OSC when coordination at the scene is indicated and
,u,..11 coordination .Can be !Imre properly el fected by the
OSC. I ire ,:ommander 1,1 Me !list tacility on the scene to
he in communication with the craft in distress, or with
the Coast rotard. shall assume OSC duties pending
desnanion of one he the appropriate SAR \fission
Comdinatoi.

In designating ;in OSC. it is important that adequate
SR facilities he continuously availahle to the OS' so
that he may effect direct contiol of on-scene Operations
and communications of assigned facilities. Frequent
Ji.nige of the OSC is not desitahle. To provide continu-
ity ot command . any of ficer who Is senior to the OM':
and who arrives subsequently. is not to take over
command of operations unless:

Ordeted to do so he the SAP Mission Coordina-
tot, or

2. Such senior officer present decides that a

change of command is essential. Change of OSC
shall be reported to the SAP Mission Coordina-
tor- by the officer assuming OSC' duties.

It the OSC is airborne lie shall retain on-scene control
until relieved either by unit designated by the SAP
Mission Coordinator or when necessary by mutual

0



agreement with another on-scene unit. In the latter
instance. the SA R-Mission Coordinator sha.1 be informed
of the change by SITREP.

DUTIES OF THE ON-SCENE-COMMANDER

Assume SAR operational control of all SAR
facilities assigned to his search area. Coordinate
their efforts within his area.

2. Establish communications with all SAR facili-
ties within his area. Re,:eive position reports
and other pertinent reports.
Be responsible for communications and per-
formance ()ISAR facilities.

4, Make regular position and other reports, as

warranted. f -he SAR Mission Coord;r:ai,t %fa
:he established coimnunication
Report weather and search conditions back to
the SAR Mission Coordinator immediately
upon arrival on the scene.
.Ascertain endurance of SAR facilities :thin his

area.
7. Provide details of the mission to participating

Assign specific search areas as necessary to SAR
facilities within his own assigned search area
and specify search patterns to SAR facilities. In
short, search the area in the most efficient
manner possible, taking into a:count the limita-

5

lions and capabilities of S.AR rak:ilities. sea.
weather. wind, visibility, and atl the conditions
on the scen.
Control and coordinate ail SAR operations
within his assigned area. keeping the SAR
Mission Coordinator fully advised or weather,
sea. and other conditions and developments.
Ajvise the SAR lslission Coordinator as varions
t.ir-tits arrive and d:part the s:arch

1 I. When necessary for the OSC to depatt ks
assigned search area, turn over OSC to the
senior officer present on-st.ene and notify the
SAR Mission Coordinator accordingly.

12. OSC submits numbered Situation Reports
(SITREPS) to Mission Coordinator. (See fur-
titer details on SITREPS.)
Follow procedures and techniques outlined.

RESPONSIBILITY OF SAR PARTICIPANTS

The assignments of SAR responsibility among com-
mands in no way affects the fundamental responsibility
of any unit to initiate SAR operations as circumstances
dictate, Independent action must, however, be reported
immediately to the appropriate SAE Coordinator.

Because an Auxiliarist may he called upon to
participate in a SAR operation at any time, all potential
SAR participants are responsible rot being familiar with
standard procedures as set forth herein.



CHAPTER Hi

THE SEARCH AND RESCUE INCIDFNT

SAR leg:17Lis
in operation the spec:ally pi:epa:ed plan' a SA::

the
ts az Le

rescue of personnel and property in distress. SL.i-ces
depends on the prompt reci-pt of all available inforn:a-
lion pertaining to the indident. the rapid dispatch
res,:ue facilities to the mission scene. and the assistal:Je
that survivors II laV he able to give throt gh thti use
signaling aids whi,:h :hey have in their r,,)s-ession.

TIME ELEMENTS IN RESCUP OPERATIONS

The prohahdito H :2 .1

chance,; or survival diminish ik siccir th.:;
passes after an incident occiirs. All SAR units
therefore. rake prompt and po,itive action so Mat no life
will he lost or jeopardized through wasted or misdirected
effort. Records have proven that the life expectancy of
injured survivors decreases as much as the first 24
hours following an a.:cident while the chances of survival
for uninjured survivors rapidly diminish after the first
three days. These figures are averaged from ..)\ ei all

experience. Naturally, individual incidents will vary with
local conditions such as china tic conditions, ability and
endurance of the survi,ors. and emergency equipment
available.

STATUS OF SURVIVORS

It must he presumed that there are survivor: in each
incident who need medical aid or other assistance. It

must he assumed that there is not even one ahle-hodied.
logical-thinking survivor at the scene. Again. the records
include numerous accounts where supposedly able-
bodied, logical-thinking survivors failed to accomplish
extremely simple tasks in basic logical order and thus
hindered. delayed and even prevented their own rescue.
The explanation is that shock following an accident is
often so great as to cause those of strong mind to think
and act illogically.

PROLONGED SAR OPERATIONS

All reasonable action shall be takeri to locate
'distressed personnel, determine their status, and effe,:t

7

SAR
esiiiiii-aed are

:Ty iat t:nd111,2 pror,;271-:.

LIMITING FACTORS

Altxthartsts are responsible Lir tai-iing
i:;P tiler ::1:1 /xc life and pr:itect property at any

.2.31t

tht:re %fin:1 h..:

tiAR and
ciwected be

1:111;F:ill risk- twist bg v,cialied against the
i-aission's chances 01 success and the gains to he realized.

R personnel and equiprne.n: ,f'.:!! not be kopardi:ej
unless lircs are known : .. take and the chanc.2s
saving arc ti:c capability of the pers,m-
p.1..ind equipment ava;Lbio.

LEGAL ASPECTS

Civil laws and various national and foreign laws and
regulations must he observed when conducting SAR
operations. Compliance to this policy may be delayed
only in extreme emergency involving the safety of life.
All Auxiliarists coining under the jurisdiction of the
National SAR Plan should haVe a knowledge and
understanding of unfavorable legal situations thttt might
involve damage claims aizainst the U.S. Government.

egal aspects applicable to SAR missions which Jre
discussed in Chaptct \II are.

I Crossing foreign ()orders and waters
2. hulcong private propel ty

Removal of human remains
(1uarding. and marking SAR isrecka.4e

CONDITIONS WHICH MAKE A SAR INCIDENT

Dnierent criteria have been established for each
type of craft to determine whether or not the craft is
involved in a SAR incident, When any of these criteria
are known to exist, SAR action will be initiated.

12



AIRCRAFT INCIDENT

A SAR incident involving aircraft is considered
imminent or actual when any of the following condi-
tions exist;

1. The position of an aircraft raises doubt as to its
safety.

2. Reports indicate ihat the operating efficiency
of an aircraft is so impaired that a forced
landing may be necessary.

3. Anaircraft is overdue or unreported. Normally
it is considered overdue when its position
report is thirty (30) minutes late or when it
fails to arrive within thirty (30) minutes of its
estimated tinie of arrival and no communica-
tions can be established with it (15 minutes for
jets).

4. An aircraft is reported to 'have madea -forced
landing or is about to do so.

5. The crew is reported to have abandoned an
aircraft or is about to do so.

.6. Emergency IFF/SIF (Tiansponder signal picked
up,by radar) is received at any station.

7. A request for assistance has been received or
distress is apparent.

8. A radar station is painting a ieft-handed or
right-handed triangular pattern.

SURFACE VESSEL INCIDENT

A SAR incident involving surface vessels is con-
sidered imminent or actual when any of the following
conditions exist:

I. It is apparent that a, vessel is in distress or has
sent a request for assistance.

2. A vessel is considered overdue at its destination
or a position report is overdue.

SUBMARINE INCIDENT

Submarine incidents differ from other SAR under-
takings in that they are complex operations, involving
special equipment and procedures peculiar to under-
water technology. Military submarine SAR is controlled
by designated Naval Commanders. Civilian submersible
SAR incidents are the responsibility of the Regional
SAR Coordinator.

'OTHER INCIDENTS

Ll-5,AArit_91,1).PLOIARAPAe.._Me_titiO.n.ed).R..thg.
preceding paragraphs is considered imminent or actual
when it is apparent that personnel are in distress or when
a request for assistance has been received.

_

SEARCH AND RESCUE EMERGENCY PHASES

When a SAR incident has been determined to exist,
an emergency phase,may be assigned to the incident by
the SAR Mission Coordinator of the search craft
involved. The report of the SAR Mission Coordinator
should specify the emergency phase which has been
assigned. Three phases may be assigned to a SAR
incident. These. in order of pronression, are:

n..

1.

3.

UNCERTAINTY PHASE

Doubt exists as to the safety of a craft or its
personnel because of lack of information concerning its
progress or position or because of a knowledge of
possible difficulties.

ALERT PHASE

Apprehension exists for the safety of a craft or its
personnel because of a continued lack of information
concerning its position or progress or because of definite
information that serious difficulty would be unavoid-
able.

DISTRESS PHASE

Immediate assistance is required 'because of con-
iinued lack of information concerning the position or
progress. of the craft or because definite information has
been received that the craft or its personnel are

threatened by grave or imminent danger.

ALERTING AND INITIATION

Although all Auxiliarists are expected to inform the
Coast Guard when they either bbstrve or are aware of a
SAR incident, notification will usually initiate from the
Rescue Coordination Center (RCC) or a Group Com-
mander. Aircraft Controlling agencies, i.e., Flight Service
Stations or Air Route Traffic Control Centers are also
responsible for conducting a Preliminary Cbmmunica-
tions Search (PRECOM) when the incident involves an
overdue aircraft.

PRELIMINARY COMMUNICATION SEARCH
(AIRCRAFT INCIDENTS).

i

The'Preliminary Communication (PRECOM) Search
consists of contacting various stations and agencies io

____Qb..t.aiRinfocination:,concerniag.lbelogation.anits.tAtus of
an. aircraft for which an- arkal or position report is
overdue. The PRECOM 8 arch-is-initiated by agencies
responsible for flight pla s. Upon complatio of the



PRECOM search. if results are :negative. the incident
becomes the responsibility of the Rescue.coordination
Center.

1. Fecleral viation Agency. The Federal Aviation
Agency handles flight plans.,within the United
States as follows:
a. Through its 'Air Traffic Control Centers

(ATC) for aircraft on instrument flight
plans.

b. Through its Flight Service Stations for
aircraft on visual flight plans.

EXTENT OF PRECOM SEARCH

.The extent of the PRECOM search is limited to
those stations that can be contacted through the normal
communication circuits available to the, ATC, The
PRECOM search is accomplished in thd.foilowing se-

,

quence and manner.

I. Contacting the destination 'and alternate to

ascertain that the aircraft has not arrived.
2. Contacting .the station of.departure to ascertain

that the aircraft actually departed. has not
returned, and to confirM the correctness of the
flight plan,

3. Contacting, through normal circuits, all stations
along the proposed route of the aircraft in an
attempt to establish contact with the aircraft or
to ascertain that it has not landed prior to
reaching its destination. (Stations which Can be
contacted only by commercial means are ex-
cluded and.will be Checked by the RCC in the
Extended communications Search, if neces-
sary.)

4. Alerting through' available circuits, all airfields,
radio aids to navigation and radar and direction
finding nets within the traffic control areas
through which the aircraft's flight path has
been conducted.

EXTENDED COMMUNICATION SEARCH
(AIRCRAFT INCIDENTS)

RCCs are responsible for'conduaing. the Extended
Communication (EXCOM) Search. The purpose of this
type of 'search is to obtain any information concerning
an overdue aircraft from sources the ATC agencies could
not check through their 7A-communication Circuits..
The EXCOM search is normally initiated upon comple-
tion of the'PRECOM search at which time. the incident is
progressed: to the Alert Phase. However, an EXCOM
search mayhe iriffiated_soolfer if the situation dictates.
The most expeditious- and economical communication

facilities should be used first; however, speed of accom-
plishment is essential and commercial facilities may be
used as required. Method and sequence of conducting
the EXCOM search is determined by the situation and
time involved. If the EXCOM search yields negative
resylts, the aircraft is declared "Missing" and the

inchlent is progressed to the Distress Phase. Agencies and
facilities to be-checked during the search are as follows:

I. Radio aids to navigation, radar and direction-
finding nets, and all airfields (military and
civilian) along airc r !imposed route,
that were not fiL :COM search.
Other airfields in the tucu t. area where it is
reasonably possible II; e aircraft may have
landed. .

3. All other agencies and facilities capable of
obtaining additional information or verifying
information' on hand. Forestry service units,
law enforcement agencies, Civil Air Patrol and
many other agencies ptovide assistance to com-
plete the EkOM search. Assistingi agencies
may lie requested to conduct ramp checks of
airfields where lack of communications or
limited operating hours preclude direct contact
by the RCC.

COMMUNICATIONS AND HARBOR CHECK

In the case of missing or overdue surface craft the
RCC will conduct a.,Communication and Harbor check,
similar to the .EXCOM search for aircraft, before an
incident is progressed to the Aleit phase. This involves
contact with marine interests Such as marinas, bridge
tendexs,. fishermen, etc. All harbor vessels must be
checked by registration number. Nearby businesses such
as restaurants and tavern's' ,niust be called or visited.
Whenthe craft is overdue from a long sea voyage, SAR
authorities in other countries may be requested to assist
through their RCCs or through naval or other military
channels, U.S. Embassy or Consular offieials may also be
cOntacted dit'ectly for assistance. In the latter case. the
U.S. Department of State should be made an informA
tion addressee on all messages.

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

SAR o erations will be initiated at any time a
requiremen for assistance is known to exist. Each SAR
incident has its own specific circumstances of reSponsi-
bility, assistance required and coordination and control
functions. The basic procedures outlined in the follow-
ing illustrate the normal progression of an-incident-from
initial notification through to the beginning of the
mission.

1 4
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UNCERTAINTY PHASE

I. The incident is received by the Coast Guard and
relayed to the RCC. The RC(' Controller starts
to record all pertinent data and completes his
preliminary evaluation of vessel's plan. weathei .
and communicathm delays, to determine the
urgency of the situation. At this point the RCC
Controller may alert primary SAR facilities as
the situation dictates.

2. The ComMunication and 11arhor check is. initi-
ated and completed,
Should the check indicate that the --inissing

vessel has moored safely, or is otherwise safely
accounted for, all agencies will be advised
immediately so the hicident may be closed.
Should the check pro to be unproductive atiC
no communicration en established with
the vessel in-Au . the Uncertainty Phase
normalLy progresses to the Alert Phase.

ALERT PHASE

1. RCC Controller alerts air, sea and/or land SAR
Facilities as the situation dictates.

2. Radar sites, ground communication stations,
and direction finding stations are alerted for
possible assistance

3. With negative results to this point the incident
is usually progressed to the Distress Phase. An.,
aircraft should he dispatched on a route search
should sufficient apprehension exist for the
safety of the vessel during the Alert Phase.

DISTRESS PHASE

1. At this time, as circiunstances dictate the

dispatch of SAR facilities. a SAR Mission
Coordinator is designated. As ..such, he will
prosecute the mission as the authorized repre-
sentative of the SAR Coordinator.

-2. Type and number of SAR units to be utilized is
determined. Unifs are briefed and assume their
responsibilities as delegated.

3. Radio stations are requested to maintain listen-
ing watdies on specified frequencies for pos-
sible transmissions from the mksing craft or
personnel.

4. The operating agency or owner of the missing
raft is notified.

,5. SAR forces are dispatched and the incident
progresses to a mission status.

RESCUE/RECOVERY

Upon finding the survivors or crash site, the search
mission is over and rescue/revery starts. The decisions

and actions at this time have the greatest influence on
the outcome .of the rescue effort. The steps which
should he taken, nt ordei and with great care, are: I )

survival and flotation gear should he provided immedi-
ately by the search craft; 21 at sea, pickup canle made
by slop, by helicopter, or seaplane, in that OLL1g---of

preference techniques are usually a matte] of ainnan-
ship or seatnanship.

PSYCHOLOGICAL'FACTORS

SAR personnel must he alert for certain psycholog-
ical factors on the part, of survivois which inay negate
the msciie attempt.. Experience has shown that one of
t' ding may happen during and after the rescue:

grief, despair or the ordeal of survival,
,ay manifest irrational behavior such as

leg. ot personal safety. attempts at suicide or other
irrational acts either during or after the rescue. Rescued
persons should not be left alone for long if injured or
showing signs of physical or mental exhaustion.

b. Panic may infect a group of survivors to such an
extent that they not only jeopardize their rescue hut
also endanger the rescuers. Experience has shown, in
such cases, that leadership among the survivors will

greatly reduce tins possibility.

INTERROGATION OF SURVIVORS

When the survivors have been rescued, the rescue
unit should interrogate survivors with the following
purpose in mind:

a. To determine if all survivors have been ac-
counted for,

b. If all survivoi:s are not accounted for, any leads
as to what happened to the Jemain'der.

e. Details of the emergency and survival proce-
dures used that may be of value in future SAR

, cases.

All information
use in Concluding
transmitted to the
SAR Mission Coordinator. Details of value to accident
investigation 'authorities should be transmitted by
written report.

about the survivors thl may be of
the case should be immediately
On-Scene-Commander -and/or the

TERMINATION OF SAR OPERATIONS

When certain that an emerzency no longer exists
the SAR Mission Coordinator shall close the case. The
RCC notifies all participating agencies and facilities of
the termination of SAR operations and the reason
therefore. A SAR incident or mission is not considered

10
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closed until this action has been completed. Auxiliary
units and facilities, upon termination of SAR operations,
are required to provide all available incident information
to the cognizant Coast Guard authority.

When active prosecution of a SAR case has been
temporarily discontinued pending further developments,

11

the case will be retained in an inactive status and will not
be closed until certain that an emergency phase no
longer exists or that further efforts would be to no avail.
A suspencied case file will be maintained and constantly
screened so that if additional leads develop the case may
be reopened.



CHAPTER IV

RESCUE COORDINATION CENTER

. A Rescue Coordination Center (RCC) is a primary
SAR facility staffed and equipped for coordinating and
controlling SAR operations.

ORGANIZATION, EQUIPMENT AND AIDS

RCCs will vary with the physical location and the
Regional level on which they, are operated but all will
have the common element of centralized communication
and coordination. RCCs are staffed with RCC Control-
lers capable of acting as SAR Mission Coordinators.

COMMUNICATIONS

Communications is the backbone of and a manda-
tory prerequisite for successlnl SAR operations. RCCs
have rapid and reliable communications with all primary
and secondary agencies to insure prompt receipt of
distress information, to alert assisting agencies. to
.dispatch_ SAR facilities and to coordinate and conyol
tabsequent SAR operations: Communications shou!.. he
direct, wherever practicable, to eliminate delays
errors caused by relaying information. Communica
normally consist of direct lines (telephone or
phone), commercial telepb me and Teletype. ai .

ground, ship to shore, and r .)int to point radio circ.
Rapid and reliable communications are required ir
instances of SAR.

LIAISON FILE

RCCs maintain a I

concerning primary and
their areas of responsibil
This .file includes sue:

..son File of current LitL.

mdary SAR agencies wiY
and those of adjacent R(

Information as locatior
facilities and th2ir communication capabilities. nw
and position of key personnel, and methods of con-,,
ing. Auxiliary facilities are included in this file.

AREA VVALL MAP

Each RCC has a large scale area wall map w:
portrays the RCC's area of respbnsibility, indicating
location of the following facilities:

A. Primary SAR Faciliti2s, which may inch:

specially equipped air and surface craft main-
tained in constant readiness for full-time duties.

B. Secondary SAR Facilities, which may include:
I. Local military land based aircraft and

surface craft.
2. Other aircraft suitable for SAR missions.
3. Any military facility.
4. Coast Guard Auxiliary Facilities.
5. Merchant ships, private vessels, and civilian

aircraft.
6. Other means available to local authorities.

PLOT-. CHART, EQUIPMENT AND MAPS

RUCs maintain a plotting chart and necessary navi-
gational equipment to plot alert data, bearings, search
areas, aircraft assignments. reported leads and sightings.
In addition, RCCs have immediate aecess to, or maintain
their own file of. aerOnautical and marine charts, road
maps, large scale topographical maps and hydrographic

. ions applicable to assigned area of responsibility.

R.
cc

pc.

'MENT STAJS BOARD

'Cs maintai:- the current status of all primary
-acilities under their jurisdiction, and other facdi-
_teemed necessary.

AFTWRECKAGE 'LOCATOR

Cs maintain an aircraft wreckage locator file
=ives the exact location of known wreckages.

_ cards contain type and identification of aircraft,
and distinctie markings, pilot's name, date of
oication, description of wreckage, and any other

erit remarks. Photos of each wreckage are attached
Ward.

ISZING CRAFT FILE

record is maintained of all craft rel
laver located in order to facilitate ich-
ci at a later date. This record consisk
dentification, color and markings. pi:
name, flight or voyage plan, date
aded, and any other pertinent remarks.

:cd missing
:ification if

craft type
or opera-

:ission was



OPERATIONS LOG

Ra's maintain an :iccurate and complete record of
their operational activity in an operations log.

PUBLICATIONS LIBRARY

RCCs maintain a publications library 01 all reference
material necessary for 'performing RCC duties. This

library includes:

1. SAR Publications and Directives
2. Flight information Publications :Ind other Aer-

onautical Manuals
3. J oin t Communicat ions Publications
4. Hydrographic tablesocean currents. deptli .

wind, and temperature
5. _Nautical and Air Almanacs
6. Airfield survey

INCIDENT PROCESSING

Ineident processing requires the, RCC to determine
the responsibility, urgenc:y, and extent of rescue service
required for reported incidents. Processing procedures
are prompt and system._ iic\as speed is of the essence.
Incident processing consists of re following:

Prompt receipt ar.I .cording of all incident
data

2. Determining inissicn 1.:)onsibilit and initial
classification of urgency

3. Monitoring the prooress ,,f the PRECOM Sewell
or Harbor Check and conducting the EXCOM
Search.

4, Evaluating data oHiained from communication
searches and other sources to identify the

inciden t as false, not requiring rescue service, or
requiring that the incident be placed in a more
urgent phase.

5. Alerting appropriate agencies, facili Hos, and
personnel.

6. Assighing, delegating or assuming mission con-
trol

7. De-alerting all agencies upon termination of the
incident.

SAR SUPPORT FOR SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

The National SA R Plan (NSP) does not encompass
such activities as salvage operations. submarine rescue,

special m unusual operations of the Armed Forces,
emergencies affecting public welfare occurring :is ;I result
of enemy attack, insurrections, civil disturbances, earth-
quakes, tire, flood or other public disasters. or equiva-
lent emergeicies which endanger life and property or
disrupt the usual process of government. Ilowever. the
National SAR Plan organization rind its facilities are
utilized to the maxinnun extent feasible in connection
with these activities.

IfiCIDENT TERMINATION

All interested agencies will he immediately de-
alerted when information reveals that SAR services are
no longer required. An incident is not "closed" until this
action has been completed.

FOREIGN ENTRY CLEARANCE

In the evenTit is necessary to dispatch SAR forces
across foreign borders, the RCC ci,mpletes necessary
actions for required clearances. Designated United States
and foreign agencies are notified of all particulars by the
most expeditious means. available. Aircrews, rescue
teams, and other personnel are given a thorough briefing
prior to deoarture on procedures for transiting foreign
borders U subsequent operations. Regional SAR Co-
ordinat coordinate with foreign agencies in matters
pertain:- SAR operations.

Thu ,iimary objectives of coordinakilin with foreign
states.aiu

to preplan mutual assistance in SAR opera-
I 1011S.

2. To facilitate the transiting of international
houndarieshy SAR facilities.

3. .fo achieve maximum operational, efficiency
between U. S. and foreign rescue coordination
centers.

AUXILIARY MISSION CONTROL

Coast Guard Auxiliary units (Flotilla or Division),
may establish mission control points for coordinating
Auxiliary units and Auxiliary operations with an RCC or
Coast Guard Group Command. Such a control point is
u.tially at a land radio facility. Equipped with telephone
and all of the maps, charts, publications, and li:nson file
discussed above, the interface of Auxiliary' forces with
Coast Guard facilities can be-effectively managed.



CHAPTER V

SAR FACILITIES

The effective utilization of an ;ivdil:thly lAcIlines soil
insure greater efficiency and economy ni.SAR ()pota-
tions. The difficulty, very often, is in tecognizing thot:,e
existir, organizations, agencies and Lieflities which may
provide the most useful assistance.

COAST GUARD FACILITIES

The Coast Guard is responsible for providing certain
primary SAR facilities to discharge its statutory obliga-
tions. Included are Sed and land planes. amphibians.
helicopters, patrol boats of various sizes. crash boats. lilt'
boats. motor surf boats, radio stations, SAR teletyr
circuits, and SAR telephone hotlines. Secondary facili-
ties such as buoy [enders. I Tht ships. ocean station
vessels, harbor and cean-goin, tugs and ice bteakers are
available for SAR perations whenever the ,ituanon
demands. The Auxiliary may provide boats. communica-
tion facilities and a aft unde: emergency condi-
tions, when directe, oy the Coa Guard.

OTHER AGENCIE

The Armed Se ,ces pw,,ide facilities in mort of
the own operatf Os and if dliii requet of SAR
Cot -dinators for ft di nnlitary and ivii SAP. inissions.
ope.ations permitti ._. Few tacilltie; in comnussion are
assf_med specifieall r SAR i,pertc ions. IN a ever.
Aer ipace Rescue a ..1 Recovery Service and associated
Pan. escue teams a- special forces with th, primary
mis: in of SAR in support of United States ir Force
aircraft.

'rile Civil Air Patrol (CAP), a !minish-roi by the
USA with squadrons throughout the tailted States,
may provide planes, communicatic".. facilities, ground
resenu parties and miscellaneous spu:ialized vehicles as
required for support of SAR or:rations. Auxiliary
flotillas can establish liaison win. their local CAP
squadron and thereby enhance comi--ined SAR capabil-
ity

The Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) provides com-
munication facilities and radio range stations for Infor-
mation Requests on aircraft and fliaht plans. and fot
communication checks on overdue aircraft.

The Federal Communica firms ommission iFC(' )
1:).nets, .ks_.
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Stah. c.,11 and harbor police, fire departments.
shaiffs' ailments and state rescue organiiaations
nituntaM it ind surface craft, specialized vehicles and
communi,ation and rescue equipment suitable for SAR
opera lion. .

clubs, yacht clubs, scuba diving dubs, and
others may have air and surface craft, specialized rescue
equipment and personnel useful in SAR operations.

Merchant vessels, fishing fleets, aircraft operating
agencies, company planes and helicopters, towing and
salvage companies, commercial broadcasting stations,
marine radio stations and news media are all potential
sources of SAR assistance.

SELECTION OF FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

Those who mnst select, assign, and operate facilities
suirabie for SAR operations muSt be familiar Ysith the
La titles, limitations and recommended,employment
0: nch equipmer._ in order to intelligently plan and
carry out SAR op-arations. In addition. it is encumbent
(ai all who may e itaige in-SAR operations to.be taturilat

yirHus dc-ices used as aids in survivor location
oe.

USE OF AIRCRAFT

ability or aircraft to reach the location of a
incident quickly. and to conduct searches over

large cas rapidly. makes them an effectiv2 means of
localy -:urvivors. They are capable of making air drops
of sin .. al gear, flyino cover for otherunits, providing
Comn,mications relay. and, in the case of amphibious
aircra effecting water landings under some condition's.

SEAPLANES AND AMPHIBIANS

Seaplanes and amphibious type aircraft hay be
employed to, search l'or \and orbit suivivors, to drop.
emergency gear. to direct 'pr home surface craft to the
scene, and, if conditions warrant, to effect rescue.

LANDPLAN ES

Landplanes are gc-_--ally capable of perforr- rig the
...same functions as seaDi4ncs-execpt-for-water.,--f0: ations,:
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When climatic c0nditions permit land-based airyriv t
may effect rescue by using frozen lake and

runways. If equipped with skis. aircraft are 'also ahle 0

land and take off ( )1) snow. These operations are

normally hazardous, and the urgency or the situation
should be considered carefully before they are at
tempted.

HELICOPTERS

I lelicopters represent one of Mc finest facilities for
rescue operations. particularly in inaccessible locations
and for sear._ les where their slow speed and hovering
capabilities can he utilized. They can land and take off

tmfined a; ,,. ...an , nero ' la. ii water
.

floais ant. ,II n c ih; escue

from a hove7 _ position when : :ted with hoii inz. gear.
When based, on ships at S....a. helicopters ha...e proved
particularly valuable in rescuing person: el . volved in
110t accnienTrtelnm2s and nnin veri-o;I: .. missions.
as well a in conducting close sear .lies 1r trissing air-

craft and ii -si I nel. 1-li.*copters lith cet Ain limitations
as Ill rar.g dude. instrument a: .i n _in :lying. and
navigatiou:I1 ul cornmunication cap...1iili tics. which
must he rh,,neighly understood b:. S.2.::: ...,lission ('0,
ordMah . P.C.'.. Controllers and Oh- icet -C amanders.
They ar, lversely affected by :r_th aid .

THE USE !" UR FACE CRAFT

Surla. :Lift of all types are r: .erel I suitable tor
SAR inci.l.ut on water. 'Ube use f a Har :terdar type
vessel will he dependent upon :e I :;;Iton of rite
incident. sr/e and type a tint iii :55. weather

conditions
ties of the

:Hid the speed. range aH .1 sea

Surta, craft May be used singly o
conduct searches and to effect rescues
effective arrangement is to search with. .

effect rescue \itli surt...J: craft. in mahe

. groups to
,wever, an
:craft and
iances the

search may he jointly conducted with the el acting as

plane guard and plane controller. The la: method of
searching is pat ticularly effect, in po jing a high

2

detection prohahility when the search target is sma 11 and
its position is known to be within a limited area.

For SAR purposes. vessels may he categorized as
follows:

f_ Rescue Boats Small craft used for local, close-
in and short-range SAR operations. This cate-
gory includes i;mall pleasure boats, lifeboat
station craft, Coast Guard patrol craft (82 feet
to ) 5 feet ) and rescue an crash boats. Auxili-
ary belong in this category.

2. Recue Vessels -Long range vessels of reason-
able speed with good ,,
adequate commurM,. ..ent. ..
tins category are rescue tugs, merchant vessels.
Navy vessels of many types with emphasis on
des ti oyers and destroyer escorts and various
Iy1-5 of Coast Girard vessels, particularly high
-n.iurance cutters (HEC) (255 feet to 378 fee t ),

medium en dura:rce cutters (MEC) (143 feet
."13 feet I.

FISHIN VESSELS, YACHTS, AND
SMALL 'MVATE CRAFT

vessels. yachts at 1 other small private craft

(includr: ssels of the CO:1, Guard Auxiliary) provide

anodic nt source from hich SAR assistance may

he oh: Many vessels of i:ns type are :quipped with
radioL H it.', which con .iderahly enhari _es their value.
The C lard frequently receives original reports of
distres tr, craft of this nature. and oftentimes has
them Anc other craft in distress until more effective
assistate be provided. Vessels of this type fre-
quentiv ai one another by recovering survivors and
providing t. mg or other services.

Coast :lard Auxiliary operations oftacers should
seek a balar. ed array of flotilla and divisional :facilities.
Large. deep Araft, powerful vessels; small, fast, shallow
draft atilit ,arah; airboats; sea and land aircraft; radio
shore statio:e.: land mobile units and portable communi-
catio!s gear are all part of a complete capability for
SAR



CHAPTER VI

SEARCH AND RESCUE PLANNING

The technical search planning disussion in this

chapter is only of general informational interest to
Auxiliarists. In practice these detailed functions are the
responsibility of, and would normally be performed by.
the RCC or other Coast Guard unit.

roC

inning I'm ,..ii involves:

1. The most p: -able position of a distress inci-
dent or its s -vivo rs . corrected for drift. [his is
called the ;m.

2. The detei:-1i Ition of the search area.
3. The deter:
4. Determin,
5. The select

this chapter :

of search plannii
search patterns to
the search is mad,
craft or survivors a!

This most pt.(
:nay be determine,
.ime of the inciden
tie last known

distress.

Determination of the extent of the search area is
based on the accuracy with which the roost probable
position of the incident or survivors is known, taking
into account such fac tors as errors in position, drift,
navigation error-sof search craft, andweather conditions.

Selection of seared patterns depends on the avail-
ability, number and :ypes of craft suitable for the

mission, as well as the weather conditions in the area to
be searched.

When infe::nation vital to determining the most
probable positr:n of the incident or survivors is not
available, searc: planning becomes a more difficult
matter. Becaus. it may be impractical and time-
consuming to iarch the entire area in which the
incident may h. e occurred, or in which survivors may
be located, the sAR Mission Coordinator must recon-

.

ation or the desired area coverage.
:i of the attainable area coverage.
of search patterns.

mcerned with the first two stages
Regardless of the perfection of
2triployed. all is .riir naught unless
the area in which the distressed

ietuallv located.
lIte position of a distress incident
'y a fix, or positirdi reported at the
or by dead reckoning estimate from
reported position of the craft in
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struct the incident with whatever information is avail-
able: The search area. in such cases, is usually ba,a.
on the presumption that the crat't met with an aced
or became lost on its inter1 dirse, The initial p.
of search t- itt ..nuted COLiiNc:

and its imincol,ile se I :; area. If results are
obtained, the SAR Mission Courdinator (or _OS('. as
applicable) must either extend this se: rch area or
determine other areas to be searched.

D TUM (Probable 17. si-tion Corrected for lft)
First, the most drobable location of 1e incident or

surv vors must be determined. The 17,:.s1 Probable
loat.on 'is obtained in one of two ways: .(1) from
report ..based o navigational fix, electronic aids, or
dead rec mg or (2) from knowledge of course in-
tended by distresSed craft as reported by observers,
friends.or relatives of the operator.

This.most probable location must then be corrected
for drift and is :called the Datuin. It :hen must be
constantly updated during a search. Drift donsists of the
moveMent of a floating object due to currents /move-
ment of water past a geographical object) and LEE-
WAY (nmvenient of a craft through the water due to
wind acting on the crafa.

There' are two types or currents: s.,-:a or tidal current
and wind-driven current. Sea Cilfrent magnitude can be
obtained from the U S. Navy Oceanographic Publication
for the oceans and from National Ocean Survey Tidal
Current Tables for tidal ro aons: from local current
charts for lakes and rivers or omlocal knowledge, if nu
other data is available. An '-stimate of wind driven
current in the open sea can be obtained by use of
Figures 8 and 9 in the Appendix, using -Wind velocity
and direction during the past 48 hours. The assumptions
on which the figures are based are only valid in the open
sea: where land masses do not interfeTe with the action
of the wind on the water, or on the currents generated
by them.

Leeway magnitude can be obtained from Figure 10
in the Appendix. A liferaft's leeway is downwind
whereas boats may drift as much as 40° off the Wind
direct ion._



The total (hilt is then determined by fidding.
vectorially ott a maneuvernT hoard, the magnitude and
direction of sea current, wind-driven current and Iceway.

It)IA1 PRIll .II-A (OR TIDAL) CCI<KINI
f WIND DRIVEN CtlRRLI\il
+ 1_1.1'W:1Y

The most probable locat.on at any. given time is ihi
originally obtained cort-fcled lot the total drift over that
elven (ink' peliod. Thus a DATUM is dctermincd.

Next after determining the most probable position
of occurrence of the distress, and the probable position
of survivors by applying drift to determine movement
since the incident, an analysls must be made to
determine how much the compt:fations are probably in
error. This value, the Total Prob,He Error of Position, is
one of the most iinportant values one must calculate, for
upon it will depend the extent of areas to be covered.
The greater the -error, the larger the area that must be
searched. The variables which make up the Total
Probable Error of Position, denoted by (c) are:

Initial Error of Position of Incident (x).
Navigational Er:or (if Search Craft (Y).
Drift Nrror (de+

the -total Probable 1-Ivor of Positikm is detertinned by
the formula:

= + V2

-I here is no easy way to accurately determine these
values, and each case must be eval.uated.,on its own
merits. A careful examination of the factors involved irf
each variable will, however, afford ihe planner a basis for
his estimate.

Initial I:rror in au. Position of a Distress Incident ( X

When the reported posa don of a distress incident is
based on an accurate n.avigation fix, or on a fix

determined by a DE or Radar, the error of a small craft
fix may be assumed to he a 15 mile radius. When the
planner knows that the navutational capability is bet-...1
than this assumption, he shoald use the hest estimate.

When the reported r osifion is based on deed
_reckoning ,(DR)..assume..thi;. followingerror fot
eraft---15'.4. of distance since last fix, plus error of that
fix.

A'avigational Error of Search Craft ()' )

The navigational error of search craft will depend on
method the search craft wili use for determining its

locaiion when arriving at datum. In ,fomputing the
erroi of search craft, use - sante rules as

;form. the Initial Errol N ition of the

-the err k .aliating survive wilt is generally
.iui::ec be the lotal drift dividec by 8. This method
of computing drift error is used only when an average
drift has been computed. When minimum and maximum
driflts are compdted. the drift error I tl,) is determined
simply by entering Figure 2 with the values of maximum
drift distance and ininimum drift distance
(Dmi) and picking out the drift error (de). The values
are listed to the nearest mile. While this procedure is
slightly more complicated than estimating a mean drift
and dividing by 8. it is more accurate; and far more
dependable when input values are uncertain.

'Tito! Probable Frr(H. of Posit i(m

combines the obable error of the initial
posii;on of t.le incident, navigational error of the search
craft, and drif t error. Total Pt obable Error of Position is
found hy the l-ormula:

c Vd,.2 + X2 +

Wheie:

c "Fotal Probable [Iraq of Position
de Drift error
X Initial Error of Position of Incident

----- Navigational Error of Search Craft

Example:

With X = 10, Y 8 and de = 21.2

= V(2I.2)2 + (10)2 + (8)2 =

/450 + 100 + 6-4 = 24.8 miles

(); ,nu ; at has bee. a... .1-mined it
be :z1z a 1)noy. The imo will then act
drifting ...num point and na-igatimi aid for search

may .be argued that a leeway.difterence
may exist, such difference will probably be smiall and
much less than would be incurred with the use of
computations alone for drift determinations. Visual
markers may be used such as smoke floats or dye
markers, but datum must be re-marked before the
original dissipates and successi.:c re-markings must be
made.'9
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DETERMINATION OF SEARCH AREAS

After determinmg the probable lint distress post-
-Lion, drift, datum point and to:al probable error of
position, the planner is ready to ,:onsidei the radius of
search.

Search radius, expressed in nautical miles, is a

measure of distance used in detem-ining the search area.
It is defined as a radius of a circle criginating at the most
probable position of the target it any specific time
(datum point) and having a lem::11 equal to the total
probable error of position, plus Afety factor to ensure
complete coverage. The radius extended with each
successive search. The relationsbn- between Total Prob-
able Error of Position (c) and earch Radius (with a
safety factor or overlap incorporL J(1) is:

SEARCH SEAR( RADIUS

3
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90

100

110
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130

140

150

c

2 )c.

The radMs for each search .will thus be larger than
for the preceding search until a radius 1.5 times the total
probable error of position is reached on the fifth search.
If any considerable time interval occurs between
searches, the total probable error of position will have to
be recomputed before each search to take into account
the increased drift error that has occurred between
searches.
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When the 1.n)siti(al can be Ji.veti or estimated, the
best theoretical search area is a circular area centered on
the datum point. 1.1te size of the circle is determined by
the search radius. The circular area is squared off except
in the special case where Sector Search Patterns are
going to be used. In view of the uncertainties in

estimating the Total Probable Error of Position, it is

essential that the search radius he expanded far enough
to insure inclusion of the target in the search area.

When no clue to the position of a distress or of
survivors exists, the planner must determine search areas
based on the best available information.

a. When the Proposed Track is Kl1Mc11.

If a flight plari has been filed or a surMce craft's
routing is known. seaTeh areas will normally be
based on the proj,:cted track from the last known

lt is necessary to use two or more DR
positions along the track from which to determine a
series of proba,b1c positions (datum points). These
are found by correcting each DR position for drift..
For each corrected position a Total Probable Error
of Position is then det.ermined as previously de-
scribed and first Search Radii are found. After draw-
ing the circular areas using these radii, tangents from
circle to circle will outline the lateral limits of the
first search area. The ends or the area thus defincfd
can Men be squared off.

21
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:ii not even a pioiiosed track is known. the
search i-ilanner may have io depart rroin the ink,
given And outline the scatch area based
in other hypotheses, In instance, a military

Into be reported missing winle riing in a
defined operillillg arCtl; a fishing vessel ma ha%e
gone to particular jishing roands: a private aircraft
or pleasure boat may be known to have intended
operating in a general an al a yacht may have been
on an extended coastal or ucLom cruise. In some
etises the search area will be leaddy apparent. hut
others. the ;ilea can be tiarrov,ed hy coininiinica-
tions checks and deduction. In still otheis, the
planner can only plan to se:itch large geneial :netts as
best he can.

SEARCH PATTERNS

Thus far this chapter has dealt with what ineas to
search. Once the area is detctillined. density of search
and track Spacing can then be deteimined: Many
jilferent patterns may be used to search the mea.
Ihiwev'.:r_ certain patterns will ploe more advantageous

others in particular situations. The adVantages and..
dis.._ ...antagcs are shown in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER VII

SEARCH AREA COVERAGE

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Determination of area coverage involves many fac-
tors which influence detection capability during a search
mission, and these factors are seldom identical in any
two situations. The relative -influence of these factors
can be predicted within limits: and.--the -awareness of
them will aid in search planning and will increase the
eff.ictiveness of search. The factors affecting detection
capability can be 'reduced to four interrelated mathe-
matical expressions and these can serve to simplify the
employment of search units. The terms for these
mathematical expressions, together with their symbols
are:

Probability of Detection (P)
Sweep Width (NV)

Track Spacing (S)
Co.yerage Factor (C) =

Their derivation, interrelationships, and applications
are explained in the sections that follow. The accuracy
of any mathematical solution depends on the accuracy
of input values used with the formula. Unfortunately,
many factors may at times combine to make the sweep
width (W) and the track spacing (S) subject to large
errors. This chapter will consider those factors affecting
sweep width together with a practical approach to

determining as accurate a value of sweep width as
possible, and some means to obtain the maximum sweep
width under any given set of conditions. Track spacine is
affected by the type of search pattern. navigation, and
the manner of execution of the search. Poor planning
and/or execution may cause such inaccurate track
spacing as to seriously impair the usefulness of the search.

PROBABILITY OF DETECTION IN

A definite probability of detection exists for each
scan made by the search unit's lookouts or detection
equipment. The probability that a contact wdl be made
in a single scan is called the instantaneous probability of
detection. This instantaneous probability of detection,
repeated with successive scans as the search unit moves
along the track, develops the probability pattern of a
given search. The probability of detection is not uniform
across the swept area. It is highest at short distances
from the search unit, and decreases as the distance from
the search unit increases. In order to overcome this lack
of uniformity, we use the concept of sweep width which
reduces the detection capability for a given sweep to a
single numerical value.

SWEEP WIDTH MI)

Sweep Width is a mathematically expressed measure
of detection capability in which the maximum detection

Sweep Width
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distance of any given sweep is reduced in such a way
that scattered targets which may be detected beyond tile
limits of W are equal in number to those which may be
missed within these limits. The application of this sweep
width concept permits a simple solution of search
problems that would k''H2rwise be practically imwork-
able. tables of values :.i W are given in the Appendix.
These values are for moderate wind conditions. and it
must be stronglv emphasized that they may he in error
under more adverse wind conditions or conditions of
poor lighting. The wind (whitecap) fctor should be
applied to the basic sweep width value Coffee non
factors for no-wind conditions are less than one due to
impediments to sighting because of reflections front

glassy water.
The question nnay arise as to which- value ot sweep

width to use. A pilot in a ;aft may have several
pyrotechnic devices, each hat ng a different sweep
width, and each greater than that of the !aft. As these
may be lost overboard or not be used, it is best to be
conservative and sektet the minimum value of a sweep
width shown lin- the raft alone. An exception to this rule
will be found in night search. In this particular case, only
pyrotechnics or lights can be seen, and night searches are
based on this assumption. It must be remembered in this
case that sweep width is dependent on the range at
which the survivor can see the rescue craft's navigation
lights or hear its engines, for liferaft pyrotechnics are not
ordinarily used until a rescue craft is sighted or heard. A
night search is always indicated when survivors may have
pyrotechnics. In very high winds and seas. liglits or
pyrotechnic signals can be seen far better at nighf_than
can visual signals-in daylight.

FACTORS AFFECTING SWEEP WIDTH

The range at which a given target will be detected
depends on several factors. and the complex relationship
between these factors makes it impossible to assume that

certain type target will always be detected at a given
range. The factors affecting sweep width are listed below
in approximate order of influence:

a. Type of Thrget

The sweep width will depend on the size and shape
of the target, its color contrast..with the surrounding
medium, amount of freeboard, and whether or not the
target is moving. Very small targets, such as liferafts. are
very difficult to see. A man in the open sea without
some type of visual aid is an almost hopeless target. Very
large targets, on the other hand, can often be seen to the
limit Of meteorological visibility.

Color aids detection due to its contrast with the
surrounding or background colo.fts." A small target that
contrasts in color with the backgrOund can often be seen

24
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easier than a much larger target that blends svith the
surrounding medium. However, very small targets can
only be seen a limited distance regardless of color
contrast. for the color to be effective. the eye must look
directly at the target. The color receptors of the eye are
concentrated in the center of the retina, and objects that
would be seen out of the corner of the eye are unlikely
to be seen due to color contrast alone. Yellow, red or
orange colors provide good contrast against a water
background. However, yellow and white objects are not
seen easily when whitecaps exist. Under such conditions,
red appears to be the optimum color.

The amount of freeboard influences detection. A
large target with little freeboard may not be seen by a
surface unit or a low flying aircraft, or may not be seen
up-sun under conditions where a smaller target with high
fr.2eboard. would be detected. Objects with high free-
board, also. are generally more susceptible to detection
by radar.

Whether or not a target is moving is also a factor.
due to the disturbance in the water created by such
movement. The faster a vessel moves, the greater is the
wake, and consequently, the detection range. in overr
water searching. it is quite common to sight the wake,:oT
a fast moving vessel long before the vessel its+ is
sighted. Any movement by an object in light seas is
likely to attract attention: for example. a whale breaking
the surface, or seas breaking over a partially submerged
derelict.

b. .1lete,,rological

Meteorological visibility is the maximum range at
which vety large objects such as land masses or moult-
tains can be seen. Reduced- meteorological visibility will
result in reduced sweep width for any particular object.
The detection range of all except the very largest objects
(such as mountains) will always he less than the

meteorological visibility. The obscuration to visibility
causing the reduced meteorological visibility will reduce
the ability to detect objects well inside the meteorologi-
cal visibility range. !t-leteorological visibility \as observed
from the cockpit of a search aircraft may be consider-
ably less than that observed front a surface point because
of windshield obscuration, altitude, and other factors.
Conversely. with shallow surface fog, objects on the
surface can often be detected by aircraft when they
cannot be seen by vi:ssels.

c. ,S'ea Condition

The existing sea condition is arf important factor,
and under sorne conditions becomes the paramount one
affecting sweep width. It is not necessarily the height of
the sea ot the existing swersystems. but the amount of
whitecaps and breaking seas that prove detrimental. On a



glassy sea any object. or disturbance will probaHy
attract the attention of the eye. On a glassv or smooth
sea accompanied by a swell system, chance of detection
is also good, being lessened primarily-by the intervals in
.which the object may Ve hidden from the lookouts old
low flying search aircraft or the lookout!: of- the ;11in.

The presence of whitecaps and foam streaks op the
water break the uniformity of the surface and markedly
reduce lookout effectiveness. As the win te caps become
more numerous, the probability of detecting a small
object becomes less. With numerous whitecaps and foam
streaks in a heavy, breaking sea e.ven very large objects
are very difficult to detect, and small objects are
unlikely to he detected at all. With high winds which
accompany rough seas, visual aids are rendered less
effective. Dye markers tend to dissipate rapidly and
smoke sianals cling close to the surface and cannot he
differentiated from the foam streaks. The reflection of
the sun off the breaking seas and 1 itw.i..ecaps tends to dull
the perception of the lookouts to visual signals. With
hiah winds, the wind-driven salt spray constitutes a very
real visual obscuration.

Rough seas also adversely affect radar detection due
to the large amount of sea return on the scope, and the
fact that small targets in the trough of a sea cannot be
detected.

d. A 1 ti tude

It is impossible to prescribe an optimum, aircraft
reSearch altitude for all conditions. Under average
conditions, medium size liferafts are hest detected at
altitudes of between 800 and 1500 feet, swimmers
between 400 and 500 feet. In case of reduced.visibility
these altitudes should be decreased. If uncertain of
whether or not survivors are in rafts, search should be at
an altitude thalwill allow detection of swimmers. Search
for large vessels is conducted at higher altitudes, though
5000 feet is seldom exceeded. Flying at very low
altitudes has certain disadvantages, such as the rapidity
with which an object passes the field of vision, the more
acute angle presented by a low freeboard object, and the
tendency of the .pilots to concentrate more on their
instruments and flying than they would with some
altitude fo( a safety margin. Also to be considered when
selecting an altitude for search are the amount and
height of clouds, turbulence at various levels, and effect
of altitude on horizontal visibility. The problem of
identification must also be considered. For example, if
the target is a traWler, and a large number are present in
the search area, a low altitude will probably' be prefer-
able to prevent having to descend to identify each one
sighted. The sea condition will also have an effect on the
altitude chosen, as will the type of radar being used.

For .)ight .F.earch, art altitude of 1500 2000 feet is
considered suitable, as the primary objects of search are

pyrotechnics and lights. The following table summarizes
the recommended altitudes:

Over Water

Below 500' Survivor without raft or dye
marker.
Survivor in raft without dye
marker or signaling equipment.
If survivors have dye Marker.
If survivors have signaling equip-
ment and/or radar deflector,

1500' - 2000' During nig1- I search over water.

S00' - 1500'

1000' - 2000'
1090' - 3000'

10

500'

500' 1000'

2000'

Over Land

Survivors of an aircraft incident
over levetm terrain with little or
no Coli4...!.
Survivors of an aircraft incident
%wet level terrain with heavy
foliage.
Survivors of an aircraft incident
in mountainous terrain (altitude
will be selected based on turbu-
lence and foliage coverage).
Overland at night.

C. Position of the'Sun

Objects will he seen furthest down-sun, and will be
most difficult to see up-sun when the sun is in a position
to cause reflection on the water, With clear' sky and a
bright sun, search conditions will be af an optimum
between mid-morning and mid-afternoon, while the sun
is high. Searching into the direct path or glare of the sun
is ineffective without suitable dark goggles. Sunlight
reflected from the water tends to blot out a smaller dark
area such as would he formed by a raft. Objects with
high !freeboard can sometimes be seen even in the sun's
glare. Bright sunlight is especially detrimental if haze is
present, due to the diffusion of light. Color contrast is
lost .when looking up-sun, with the result that small
objects are lost in a confused pattern of glaring lightand
shadow. Down-sun, the sea is much darker, there is no
glare, the haze is more transparent, and colored objects
shoW a-marked contrast to their background. Lookonts
forced to look into the sun suffer loss of visual acuity
and may easily fail to detect an object. When possible,
the search legs should be oriented to avoid having to
look directly into the sun. If 'this is not possible,
lookouts should be equipped with suitable dark polaroid
goggles,

f. Effectiveness of Lookouts

The effectiveness of lookouts depends on the
number of lookouts, their state of training, alertness,
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TIME
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SEi= ;CH PATTE NS

GENERAL

The greatesi arn.u:it 7.1116 I 17 0%

SAR is plaCed in the 7// ,..7 (11;1' 111.2

res.me. Coast Guard i,--- aueI s: 171d 11 \' hiin each
year looking for overc 2, lost 77' T117 ine hoa and
aireraft. Experience has own th
the search operation is ne_essary
and speedily locate the c -,iect so.
is referred to in search aS the targ,

BASIC SFARCH PATTE"-

a sy

save

!ht. 7

I. The five Basic S- Palern
Guard are:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Track Crawl Pattern I)
Parallel Track Pattern (P)
Creeping Line Pattern (C)
Square Pattern (S)
Sector Pattern (V)

'Math: r. 711 for
7110 and 72 :icrcv

obiec: ought

2. These Frye basic patterns each have variations.
The primary use and sketch of each of these five
patterns will-be discussed independently.

SEARCH AREA DESIGNATION METHODS

The search area way be designated I"; an\
following methods liste .1 in order of precedence:

the

1. Center Point .%lethod
Any rec angular or square area can he

designated hy giving the geographical coordi-
nates of the center of the area, the direction
and length of the longer (major) axis, the length
of the minor axis, and the direction of creep.
Creep is a term used to indicate the di-action in
which the s::ai ..11 is to Move. For
unit is to e ate a creepi:Ig line using
north and 1 legs, the "creeh" wa be either
east or wes epending coon :nd of the
area the se h is starfed. It tire .ontrolling
activity desi 1 the search to star: m the east
end of the -.i.. ak and advance towa a the west,
the search tin t would be instructe_ 0 "creep"
270°.
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IA V TL.1::

'Sea: h Pattern Charlie Sierra. (

:orth II (--22 West: Axis 02' .

40. ( 205 traa.-

2. Boui:jiry Latitude and Longitude Mc.
This method is used when the seLr

orien-ed either north-south or east-
that r,ieed be 2iven are the northern, .,
easter:i and western boundaries.

ENA: ,PLE:

11 Pattern Charlie Sierra.
17-5( N, 70-00N to 70-10W.-

Geo.c.aphical Ccnn-dinates
The corners of the area defined by

graphical coordinates of latitude and longitt...ie.
This method has the disadvantage of .reing
oinewhat lengthy and subject to corninunla-

lions transmission error.

ENAMPLE:

"Search Pattern Papa Sierra.-
74-25W to 23-ION 73-251\ to 22-20N

73-25.V to 22-.25N 74-25W to origin.-

4. Traci, Line Method
In a track line search, the points on the

ftack are given to define the track, and width of
coi:rage prescribed, if a- certain width is de-

sired.

I: :AMPLE:

'Hearch Pattern Tango Sierra. Romeo. 24-0(
-55W to 24-50N 75-46W. Width 50 miles.-

5. Grid Method
Many areas are divided into grids by be

grid charts. These may be used only when
c:narts are available to all search participants.
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datum at the same time.
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thet,

7e,p,....2tive -oat- tracks. I rat.; wtth Un-
It.iittCl ort.'Iat01, are placeil abeam or t. oast

(;uard o; Auxiliary units. Presuming all search
units siIl make a return hack. the initial search
;racks are sepaftted sit a distanJe u S. This
piriLe.; a distan,:e of S between the "out- and
-in- tracks. When sufficient numbers of search
:raft arc available to cover the entire search
ate. ni )hie sweep. the initial sea:ch to,cks cc
-eparated by a distance (tf S In the seatch
operatmn. the tunts ptoceed together
search team on their assumed tracks, in an
abeam form:nit 0.

Pc\ii://f/ii,)1 ii
No! th

1Vcst

\Ve:t

Wes z

AIR SURFACE TEAM SEARCH

e. t

7So E-1 h

I - hirpoce
The chief advantage of this h..pe of search

is that it petmits mole accurate navigation of
die selected search pattern by aircraft operating
in open sea, where navigation aids may not he
available. This coordinated air and surface craft
learn search consists of the aircraft flying the
creeping line pattern, flying tracks at right
angles to the course of the surface vessel which
uses the track crawl pattern. The rack of the
rurcraft is laid out so that the advance of the

nlane equals that the surface ve,,sel so as to
:duse tlo tuier,itt to pas, over the stitac craft
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PARALLEL SWEEP SEARCH (PP)

Cii1do and Control

1/2 S

STNCLE SWEEP NO RETURN

Track Line 1/2 S

112 S

11.

..11
SWEEP W.TT1T RETURN

A. Denotes S.e_ar_c_1=1--t17-1-t-S point of departure.

B. Denotes last reported position of the distress unit'or
startinc; point.

C. 'Denotes distress uni.t's intended point of destination or
limit of the se-arch, area.
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on each leg. Comput:ition of .the track spacing,
ship speed and length of aircraft search legs are
determined hy a Series of formulae as shown in
the National SAR Manual. One or more aircraft
may 'he used in this team search. The surface
t.fessel usually provides the coniumnication serv-
ice with the Rescue Coordination Center.

2. Symbol desiomions ate:
a. Single unit coordinatin is Charlie Sierra

Charlie (CSC)

SEARCH PATTERN SUMMARY

h. Multi unit coordinating is Charlie Mike
Charlie (('MC)

l'aircrn Operatifor:
Creeping line for aircraft. Track crawl for

surface craft.

4 IlefIror/ of dcsiglia (ion:
Same as Stated for each pattern.

Pattern
iDesignation Type Units Required Remarks

\

1

TSR Track Crawl, Return Single 1 aircraft or 1 ship For search of a track line, or linb

unit of position when unit must break
off search at same end of track as
originated on.

TM R Track Crawl, Return Multi- 2 or more aircraft or 2 or Same as TSR except that two or

Unit more ships more units are used cruising abeam.

TSN Track Crawl, Non-Return 1 aircraft or 1 'ship Same as TSR except that s ch

Single unit terminates at opposite end of rack
from start point.

TMN Track Crawl, Non-Return 2 or more aircraft or 2 or Same as TSR except that search

Multi-unit more ships terminates at opposite end of track
from start point, and two.or more
units are used cruising abeam,

PS Parallel Track Single Unit 1 aircraft or 1 ship Search of an area when the posi-
tion of the distress is unknown.

PM . Parallel Track Multi-Unit 2 or more aircraft or 2 or Same as PS except that two or
more ships more units search in abeam forma-

tion at distance S apart for faster
and greater area of coverage.

PP

CS

Parallel Sweep 2 or more aircraft or 2 or
more ships

Creeping Line Single Unit 1 aircraft or 1 ship

For use in search of a long rectan-
gular area where only one sweep
out and back is possible.

For use when survivors or distress
are reported to be between two
points, but position is not known,
overs a wider area than track craWI
plans.

CM Creeping Line Multi-Unit 2 or more aircraft or 2 or Same. as CS except that two or
more ships more units are used cruising abeam.
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End

for

both
craft

AIR-SURFACE TEXM SEARCH

-1--
denotes surface vessel track line (track crawl)

denotes aircraft track line (creeping line)

Broken line denotes search area,

4
Lt
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SEARCH PATTERN SUMMARY (Continued)

Pattern
Designation Type Units Required

CSC

CMC

SE

Coordinated Creeping Line 1 Aircraft and 1 Vessel

Single Un;t

Coordinated Creeping Line 2 or more Aircraft and 1

Multi-Unit Vessel

Expanding Square Single 1 aircraft or 1 ship
Unit

SEM Expanding Square Multi-
Unit

VS

VM

2 or more aircraft or 2 or
more ships

Sector Single Unit 1 aircraft or 1 ship

Sector Multi-Unit 2 or more aircraft or 2 or
more ships

SELECTION OF SEARCH PATTERNS

The selection of search patterns may well he the
difference between success or failure of a search mission.
Often only one type of pattern will be used. In other
cases, several patterns or a sequence of patterns will have

to be employed. The type of search to be conducted Will

generally depend on the following factors:

I. Accuracy with which the Position of Distress is
Known

Some search and rescue operations involve
fittle or no difficulty in the search phase. The
incident may have been witnessed, the dis-
tressed unit may have signaled its exact posi-
tion, or the whereabouts may be related to
something of a definite nature, such as a

landmark Or fix taken a short time before the
accident. In such cases, the search area can be
determined within narrow limits and search
pattern employed to give high probability of
detection in a minimum of time.

Often. -no news of the distress is received
until the craft is overdue al its destination. In

41

4 4.

Remaiks

For use when distress is repOrted
between two points but Position
is not known; also used for track
search. Coordinated for more accu-
rate search tracks.

Same as CSC except that two or
more aircraft flying abeam are used
with ship.

For use when position of distress
of survivors is known within close
limits and area to be searched is
not extensive.

Same as SE except that it is desired
to employ several units in the same
pattern but searching independently.

Object being searched for is small
and position of distress is known
within close limits.

Same as VS, but two or more
search units are used.

some cases the intended track is known, but in
others, only the general area of operations of
the missing unit may be available. Aircraft in
particular are subject to large errors in position,
and cases are on record of aircraft crashing
hundreds of miles off track after becoming lost.
With surface vessels', a considerable time may
have elapsed between occurrence of the distress
and failure of the vessel to arrive at its
destination. During such a time lapse, wind and
sea currents may have displaced survivors a
considerable distance from the track line. Such
incidents may require the SAR Mission Coordi-
nator to initiate a search over a vast area. Such
a search will invariably be complex in nature,
and will involve many search units for long
periods of time. The selection of the types of
search patterns, and the course of action to be
taken in such an operation, will require careful
planning.

Wind and current exert a considerable
effect .on search operations. There is always a
possibility that the effects of wind and sea



currents may necessitate a shift of search
especially if the search efforts last more thali a
few hours. If the search is long, careful records
Innst he kept of the areas searched. A change in
the wind di r ect ion nmy catie ;1.raft t() Win into
an area previously covered thoroughly. 'fins is
especially true when search units ;ire idle to
cover only a small area daily because of the
great distance from base to the search area.
Drift also be:ornes a factor when, due to
shortages of search units. an atea 11111st he

searched piecemeal over a long period (it. time.
Because of the drift factor, coverage by a large
number of units early in the search is desirable.
If this is not possible, the position or track line
must be altered lt) account for drift.

2, Nttinbcr and fry(' rJ Search nTralt eillel 5/zips

The primary rescue organizations normally
do not have sufficient aircraft and vessels for
prolonged searches of large areas. When the
need for such a search arises, rescue forces must
he augmented by search units from other
agencies: A shortage of search units will force a
reduction in the area covered, a reduction in
the probability, or an increase in the dine
iequired for coverage of an area. A saturation
coverage of the search area by a large numher
of units during the eadv stages of a search is
nearly always preferable to a piecemeal cover-
age by a few units over a long period of tirue.
The number and type of search units available
wil! he one of the controlling factors in

selecting the type or search patients to be used.

Weather Conditions
Weather conditions will affect the sweep

width and thereby the track spacing to bc used
by search units. Weather will also have an effect
on the navigational accuracy of the search
units. Under adverse weather conditions, search
patterns must be selected that will allow the
best navigation and most accurate track spac-
ing.

The approach of bad weather may also
place a time limit on search operations requir-
ing dm coverage of the area to be accomplished
before the weather deteriorates.

Arailahilitt Nariptional /lids for Search
Units

The navigational accuracy with which a
search unit is able to execute a search pattern 4
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will have a most important effect on the

probability of detection. In many aleas naviga-
tion aids are limited or lacking and search
patterns must he selected drat provide naviga-
tional aid.

Oistamv (1. the Scarch Arca front Scurch Ilase
The distance of the search area how search

hases must be considered. The assignment of
search units to an area so far from base that
only a very short time can he spent searching
should he avoided if possible. Coverage effec-
tiveness increases after the search units settle
down on a search. The assignment of very small
areas at great distances from base to many
individual units will result in overlapping of
areas and inefficient coverage. It js usually
better to form a multi-craft unit and attempt to
cover a large area hy a combined effort to

plevent duplication and overlapping of areas.
The use of a parallel sweep pattern or employ-
ment of Air-Surface Team patterns in areas
far from search bases 'will help prevent such
duplication and overlapping.

6. Time Limitation
Time is often of vital importance. The time

available may depend on the temperature of the
water, weather mving into the search area,
elapsed lime since occurrence of the distress,
:Old whether survivors are in the water, life rafts
or life boats. The ranges of survival time given
below are based on the assumption that the
survivor is clothed in ordinary clothing, is in

good physical condition, and when immersed in
wale, has a life preserver.

Expected Thne of
Water Survival of Men

Temperature Immersed in the Sea

Less than 35°F Less than 3/4 hours
350 F to 400 F Less than 11/2 hours

40°F to 50°F Less than 3 hours
50°F to 601: Less than 6 h6urs
60°F to 700 F Less than 12 hours
Over 70°F Indefinite (depends on

fatigue)

With a limited number of search units, if
time becomes the conirolling factor, either the
probability or the area covered must be reduced
in ordei to complete the coverage of the area in
the required time lhnit.



7 imi f l)dy
I hums eatly stages Lit :I search, or with

high winds and seas. night seatch n usualh:

dcsnable klitc to Mc yr eatei sighting iange (n.
m?Lht pyloichnics and lights.

t;tri.ct
The type and .i/e 01- the taigct will

influence the choice or scatch patterns. The
anger the target. the gieatei will be the track
spacing. With wide track spacing, search units
can be employed in single Wilt SO:LI (AIL'S. With

small taigets ;mud close flack spacing, multi-unit
searches should he used whenever feasible. Also
to he ,:onsidered is the ahilitv or survivOrs to
:etudet assistance by any visual, radio or radar
location aids they possess. If survivors use these
aids, the detection range is greatly increased. A
small target with detection aids is likely to he
sighted at a greater range than a large target
with no aids available.

Probability Desired
Certain search patterns will permit close

track spacing.' 'Hie most act:mate patterns in
tbk respect are the "Air-Surfarc Team" pat-
terns, or those patterns which He s. ;iriented

that ward; !iis have periodi, t with a
navigation (et ence point. \ 5 objects,

close Irac !cing is require,: ability is
iff he higl a the use (if Mgt y seatch

patterns is d possible, pto will he

reduced. Wi; , very small oh the tiack
spacing requited is so close ilia, is physically
impossible for the search unit to make good the
wicks requited. Probability can he increased in
such case; by repeated searches ill the sante

at Ca.

ETERMINING CONTROLLING FACTORS

01 all the factors involved itt die selection of seaich
[Hems, one or more may prove so important in a

aticular situation that the others can generally he
garded as secondary, or disregarded entirely. These
yortant factors are called controlling factors, and arc
c ones to he considered in determining the type search

be executed. For example, with a limited number of
arch units, the following factors may be considered:

I. Inaccurate position of distress requires a larger
;catch area expense of"

II

2. Limited time for search requires rapid covet:1,4,e

at expense of
a. Area covered, tit

b. Probahdity Iii
C. 1 hue of dzi.

ligh probability requites close t lack spacing ;It

expense 01

a. Area covered, or
b. Time

The above illustrates a few of the lac top; that must

he considered. In any of the above situations, additional

search units would alleviate the situation to some extent,

but there is a practical limit to the number of search

units that can be safely and effectively utilized in an

area.
With the realization that emphasis on any i'actor will

usually be at the expense of others, the search planner

must decide which factor or factors are tlie most
important. When this has been done, the search patterns

and search operations are planned to meet the require-

ments of the controlling factors while satisfying other
requirements as nearly as possible,

DET7RMINING THE SEARCH PATTE ,N AND
COURSE OF ACTION

A fte r determining the controlling factors, sevv
seah:h patterns may be tentatively selected. A sea.
may consist of only one search pattern, or it may illy,
many search patterns in a planned sequence. 1;
permi t ting, the search pat terns should he listed, tope;
with -the advantages and disadvantages ot each, al!,:

compared. Front this comparison, the search pattern
should be selected that appears to best satisfy require-
ments of the controlling factors. It should then be
examined for suitability, feasibility and acceptability. A
search pattern is suitable if, either alone, or in combina-
tion with others, it will accomplish the mission within
the required time, limits; it is feasible if it can he carried
out with units available in the face of weather, distances,
and conditions existing at the time; it is acceptable if the
results to be obtained from its execution are worth the
estimafed effort and cost.

During large scale searches, ample time is ustrally
available for planning, and it is essential that careful
thought go into employment of search units, Once a
large scale search is launched, redeployment is often
exceedingly difficult. Such action may well nullify the
effectiveness of an entire day's search at a crucial period.
Even ;t' time does not permit a written estimate and
analysis, Oa: planner must mentally consiL: ;1 the

factor hiv; 'ved.
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CHAPTE :X

SAR COMMUN.

Hie mission oi S.\l ennir iii i. . it, ohLiiI,

distress incidents from the soince or scene :ind to
disseminate it to :di actiVities capaille of pioviding
assistance. SAR communications also 'provide the SAR
Coordinatoi with a iiiC.ii1 it cxeicising command
authority.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR SAR COMMUNICATIONS

The S.AR Coordinator or Mission Coordinator is
responsible for disseminating instiuctions t:oncerning
SAR frequencies to activities participating in SAR
operations. The SAR Coordinator. Mission Coordinator.
Or On-Scene-Commander. when designated, is responsi-
ble for establishing reliable communications between
participating vessels. aircraft. 'ICC; approp- rte

tit;en,

SAR COMMUNICATION FACI I_ ES

a. Radio Facilities
Coast. Guai :mit:anon

ti secondary radio '.on, . aeronautical
rattiii stations. Group ( unications
tic. land mobile radio s :1 ship stations.

stations. airmati ttnd radio
equipped shore units.

2. Coast Guaid Auxiliary fixed land and
land mobile radio stations . aircraft and vessel
stations.

3. U.S. Air Force. U.S. Army. U.S. Marine
Corps and U.S. Navy radio stations and direc-
tiori finder stations.

4. Federal Aviation Agency radio stations.
5. Coastal radio stations (commercial)
6. Coastal harbor radio stations (conuner-

cialt.
7. Federal Communications Commission

direction finder stations.
8. Maritimemobile ship stations

b. SAR ; detypewriter Facilities
1. U.S. Air Force, U.S. Army,. U.S. Coast

Guard, and U.S. Navy owned and leased direct
teletype networks,

45

2. .Automatic Digital Netwurk
EAutoditit

3. Western Union Company Teletypewriter
Exchange Service (TWX I and (TELEX)

4. Federal Aviation Agency landline and
tde type net works.

5. Other leased teletypewriter facilities.

SAR Telephone Facilities
1. (ommercial business telephones.
2. Leased private lines (hot lines),
3. U.S. Air Force, U.S. Army, U.S. Coast

Guard and U.S. Navy owned and 1,.%n,',.1 dir2ct
telephi me service.

4. .eased tie hoe..
5. Military -.ditomatic Vo Netv rk

tovon)
6. Federal 7 ptione System i -TS)

SAR 'IMUNICATION ORGANIZATION'

lCC is the focal point of SAR ommumea-
nons. :ice most communications in a S.slit incident

in. or are addressed to, the RC( SAR corn-
Unic:.- lonS Inust be organized to provide following:

I. Continuous radio watches, al sdected locations,
on the distress frequencies.

2. Means of receiving, reporting and disseminating
information concerning actual or possible SAR
matters on a priority basis as required. .

3. Sufficient reserve of personnel adequate to
handle communications during peak loads aris-
ing front SAR matters.

4. Sufficient .trained personnel to man additional
communications circuits and direction finding
equipment during SAR incidents.

' v AR communications planning must be based
fl continuous operation of major SAR facili-

COORL :NATION OF SAR COMMUNICATIONS

The coordination of operational communications
relating to SAR incidents closely follows th.3 command

4 7



I. thc

Hee,11011cy itt 0.i,11

1,it

LIII

I.

tri

.t

:Ill," IAN')

tot the cIuld:ihititin t)I SAR ,1 III ,ce,te. SIR
units tfsill not mally report in to (he OSC it one 1 the

desIgnated primary trequencies. Also if appropriate. a
primary and secondaiy SIR control frequency will he
de;ignated I or the purpose lit passmg traffic het WOCII I he

OSC and the radio station scrving the RCC. Phic OSC
always iemains subje,:t to the instructions :Ind the
direction of the SIP :it will

nof designated :is
tie inadequate >i a dent.

he OSC connuls i at di
ti ,ntri.)1 CAMIliiir :ale. If

the various :, inntn H , fuipme .ts carrie,
hfs :IR units roust tLt .nvariahty certain
tin. will have a cap.. H:ty I cquencies in less
th: a minute, while :rs e five nnnutes to
to: :i transmitter Hie t: tency. Therefore.
pr: to shifting fr.eqUi \ R LIMP,. explicit

Ictions MUST he procedures to be
f ved in ca,,e Conti ....an, :Is

GENERAL SAR FREQUENCY INFORMATION

I. Tho freglIen-les
opcianqh.

.$01 1:11/ 011-/('W) Interm ,onal radiote.
legraphy Distress and calling.

'1 s2 Id ( ME/V) International radiote-
lephony Distress and calling.
1-;11/ (HEN) International HI: On-

air alld surface.
ii, Ui-

. an and surface.
s.stf-t- Olt /('%.) lifehom.

f.:c inni
:; II, ( \'111: AM)

emeigency
f.dllt. ii:M) Safely.
,ind Calling, and International calling
and safety frequency for the maritime
nioltiie service in the VIIE/12:1-1 hand.

s.ti Mill Military COI11111(111

emergency and intern:I:ion:II NIllitiv;i1

cratt frequency.

P. r 'ono o/ rt./Distress :Traffic
I he I;Onlild Of histi-e,:; traffic Is the respon-

sihility of the station in distr-ess or of the
station which has been delegated the control.
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i & INICA I

Arc:, I 11

Licit ,t tile

di- i',

Because ,ieronautical distress pit tcerime.,
call tor the first transmission of the distiess informant In
to he on the fie:gooney in use for normal communica-
tions at the rime of the incident. SIR craft proseeding
tt tile issisonce of :in aircraft most obta-

in nom surhic:: station.

:ON 1NG COMMUNICATIONS

the
aircr.
ity
Iran,
distr

conummications have 1'2(.11
:in of a frequency for traffic hetw

:n dist ress and the rescue units is the r
mobile station in distress or the sill

ed the distress message, except when
taffic has been delegated to -another s

SAR SCENE FREQUENCY

requency is for use by the SIP,
whet .anunicating among theinsekes.

SAR .;ONTROL FREQUENCY

-ahlished,
.tir vessel/
Tolisibil-
,nt which
ontrol of
firm.

This frequency is for use between the S.AR Mission
Cotudinator :it RUC :uld the On-Scene-Commander. The
Imolai used tor SI ITATION REPORTS (SITREP)
messages between SMC and OSC is discussed in the

COMMIfNICITION COURST

'INTERNATIONAL DISTRESS SIGNALS

f rolloving lkireS signals :ire IC iginied
,ons and should be nar to

SAR

4

or tither explosive signal fired : nterveis
if at-,:alt a minute.
A continuous sounding with afl fogsignaling
apparatus. .

Rockets or shells, throwing-red stars fired one
at a time at shunt intervals.
A signal made by radiotelegraphy or by any
other signaling method consisting of the group

(SOS) in the Moise Code.
A signal sent by radiotelephony consisting of
the spoken word "MAYDAY
Flic InternationaI Code Signal of distress made
hy displaying the flags NOVI:MBER CI !ARLIE
(NOVEMBER is a blue and white checkerboard
dlag; CHARLIE is a horizontally striped nag



wit Aripes h1110. white, red. ;rite blik!. in
th.l! uNki
A ,;211:11 inc 1 a squai ;lag ha% mc.

ah .ci bc a foibj inline i111)htl,

11. Rii.]CS 1.1 VC (;!:, 1'10111 :1 iIH.In

Oil

A locket tHe
:liowing 1 i,,1
A smoke signal givin
colored smoke.

ond lepeatediy idising and lowering
arms ; 'stretched to each ,dde.
Fhe ;otelegraph alarm signal consisting ot a
series twelvt. dashes sent in a minute. the
durat: i of each dash being 4 seconds and the
durat of the interval between 2 consecutive
dashe ;Icing I second. (This may precede the
distre call SOS).

in. 'Me ; liotelephone alarm signal consisting of .2
tones transmitted alternately over periods of
from 30 seconds to 1 minut,e, (This may
prece,_le the distress call "MAYDAY").

ol orange

AUXILIARY COMMUNICATIONS COURSE

The Coast Guard Auxiliary Communications Speci-
alty Course should be taken by all SAR personnel.
SITREPS (Situation Reports), prowords, distress fre-

quency usage and message addressing are all covered in
detail in the course.

AIRCRAFT EMERGENCY PROCEDURE FOR
ATTRACTING SURFACE CRAFT

The following procedures performe; .n SCC1,101102

;niployed by aircraft ! ,Ilti

;ist les

the surbic.- craft at least !lee

J. Cros-ing the projeted course ot -..c vessel close
ahead dt a low alti:ude, opening ..!!d closing the
throt tbe or changivg the propene; pitch
Heading in the direction in which the surface
craft is to be directed

4. Repeating if necessary

When assistance of the surface craft to which the
signal is directed is no longer required. aircraft performS
the following procedure:

Crossing the wake of the vessel close astern at a
low altitude, opening and closing the throttle or
changing tile propeller pitch.

Normally a change of heading will he made by the
surface craft as an acknowledgement that the ditection
has been received and will be complied with. If the

sutlaie craft is unable to comp!! . R will so indle.i;e by
hoisting. the intern.ilional hy ()the,.
radio ; ut

Ali- :R .4'.:KI,,JWLEDGMENT SiGNALS

'.1)(11 si:21131' nc;1

uncut ,til

ESSAGE RECEIVED AND UNDERSTOOD

MESSAGE RECEIVED AND NOT UNDERSTOOD

AFFIRMATIVE
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MISCELLANEOUS SURFACE TO AIR SIGNAL

The 1()Ihr.ving IgnAls pertt mo.d bv x peKo
soir;.,Le ;tie stiindard stir budv ,101

per,on ,;1r.ivok. Nck:.11

Affirmative (Yes) Negative (No)

All O.K. Do Con oro,n
`.Soll if p- nt:Cobie

the

i he

tivat io the tk_k
stan,. ir, u 7,x :in n ..

2i1 liould tied 11:n pcii.aunIrIL!
Hcvati%

Our receiver is oper- Da not attempt to land Land here. (Pcn( in \ Use drop err
herr- direction of landing.) \oting

1
,"

Pick Qs Plane ..ban- rnechan.c al help
cloned or 'orIp-1,,g dela,



CHAPTER X

SAR SEAMANSHIP

he oblective thh comse is to flI\iLtc Ath.that.
Isis with SAlt knowledge so. when ae, essinv . they can
he integrated into the opelatn.e nerv k of the Coast
Guard, in order to afford greater prot
property through increased efficiency.
the utmost importance that the SAP.
knowledge stressed in the l3aic

hour basic qualifications required:

ru ol life and
therefore of

iricent have the
tion Courses.

1,;t Piot acoUrse on ;I chart.
tid Apply vessel's speed curve to the comse.

3rd Apply compass deviation table to the course
-Ith Ability to run a vessel on eouise.

Without these basic qualifications art Auxiharist
cannot operate his vessel safely at night, in fog or
squalls. nor can he give accurate Estimated Time of
Arrivals (ETA), all of which aii '-;rarch and
Rescue Operatioth.

The fourth basic qualiticitiou, ,o operate
a vessel on a course is I:le result Li practice and
experience. To assist in this. Searct and Rescue Drills
should be conducted by I: tillas tnd Divisions. How-
ever, an important phase r oper:qing a vessel is an
understanding of it. For in ailce. the operator should
know what it will do in rouil weather. and also know if
the tanks were cleaned of se imient. lint, dust, dirt and
water before it went into seri :e at the start of the boat-
ing season, Rough weather stirs up ",ese foreign
matters and can plug it filter, gas lin rr cause carbu-
retor trouble in a very short time. I is sort of trouble
will make a vessel a liability to a SA mission and an-
other Distressed Vessel for rescue.

The requirements of the Facility inspection include
most of the kerns of equipment that must be on board
for performing the task when the SAR vessel reaches the
distressed vessel. Sonie districts require additional items
which should be stowed on board at all times.

The important point is not only to have equipment
aboard but have it ready. accessible and in good
condition. Do not litter decks with unnecessary equip-
ment but keep working areas clear.

TECHNIQUE OF PASSING A LINE

Passing a line is a technique employed in nearly

even, assist ,11 res-Ale attempted and yet. despite its

imPor lance. is taken tor granted by roost boatmen,
When heading toward a vessel dead in the water

with Mtentions of passing a line, do not 11.111 too close if
there is strong wind or sea running. Wind and current
directions will dictate approach.

While preparing for approach have the crew ready'
the heaving line. A medium weight line with a mon-
key's fist in the heaving end is reconnnended. Make
certain that the line is coiled and held so it will open like
a spring and does not foul in a snarl or tangle in mid air.
If possible always he windward when heaving the line.

The usual position for a disabled vessel adrift to
mi:,,dlille would be with the wind abaft the beam. Assume
the starboat d side is racing the wind. Go down wind past
her stern and give instructions as to how the rescue will
be attempted. If conditions of the sea permit, it may be
advisable to ,top parallel astern of the disabled craft and
drift long enough to determine and compare the approx-
imate rates and direction of drift. If the rescue vessel is
drifting faster, go up on the leeward side and if slowei go
to the windward side, should it become necessary to
.appr6ach very close to the distressed craft to pass the
line.

After testing the wind and drifting past ihe stern of
the disabled vessel, make a starboard turn bringing the
starboard to the distressed craft's port side, continue
forward and around the how, which will put the rescue
vessel's bow into the wind and in position to begin the
tow. By passing around the distressed vessel in this

manner several opportunities will occur for the crew to
pass the line to the distressed vessel.

The same basic approach and maneuver may be used
when it becomes necessary ki put someone aboard an
unat tended drifting Vessel.

In situations where it is impracticable to pass a line
by heaving, such as heavy seas, wind, or a stranded vessel
in water too shallow for the rescue craft, it may be
possible to float the line to the disabled vessel.

When a dinghy is employed to run the line, most of
the coil nmst be carried in the boat and paid out over
the ste because the drag of a large line paid out from
the rescue vessel to the dinghy will make headway
impossible. The rescue vessel should be anchored upwind
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WIND DIRECTION

in line with the distressed vessel when passing a line by
tlotation or ...null haat.

A crew member should always tend the line
caref oily so as not to foul the propeller.

MAN OVER BOARD RESCUE TECHNIQUES

(ettitig titeone (iii 01. is the mosi
ItIlportant and one of the most common Id pes IC';cUe.

h is the first ,,hicctive !II :Ill iescue opeia thins.
Always approach from down wind, do not take a

chance of further injuring the victim by Howing over
1Pin. A conscious peron not weakened by shock or
injury does not present a great problem. Ile can follow
instroctions and aid in his rescuci. Get it nng buoy,
cushion or vest to him right away. Do not throw these at
him but near him as it could- rende; him unconscious Or,
cause further injury by striking hint. Also throw a line.
The end of the line thrown should have a loop in it so
the victim can easily secure it to his body. Persons in the
water beL:ome exhausted quickly in distress situations
and cannot be expect6d to think quickly or logically due
to shock. It is well to underestimate rather than over
estimate the ability of a victim in a distress instance. Get
a boarding ladder over, and if it does not reach below
the surface of the water, make a first step for the victim,
by fastening a docking line with an eye splice to a cleat.
Be careful when assisting a victim in rough weather,
being sure to prevent the boat front striking him on the
head as it rolls, which may knock him unconscious or
add to his injury.
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Never bring a victim aboaid the stern end of a vessel
with the engine !tinning.

It- the person in the water is exhausted or uncon-
scious it is a more difficult task. This requires that at
least ()no of the clew must go overboard to the victim.
-the clew menthol must wear a life jacket arid cat rv the
end ot lin,: along with not, the emi made fast
to The vessel. Ile must get the victim's head above watei,
secure the life line inound the victim's chest under the
arms, and maneuver him to the vessel.

When the swimmer and surviyoi are alongside the
boat. Me swimmer should place a lifting line with a
hoisting sling or bowline (loop) under the armpits and
across the back of the survivor. The survivor is then
hoisted aboard with the front of his body facing the
boat. The swinitner lemains in the water to assist. The
survivor is brought aboard facing inboard to avoid seri-
ous spinal injuries that might otherwise result front
pivoting op his back when being pulled over the- edge of
the nmin dvek or hoat's gunwale.

If the boarding ladder reaches beneath tlie surface.
the crew member in the water may be able -to bring the
victim out of the water, by means of the over.the-
shoulder carry method, to a position where those on
board can complete the task. Rescue of an unconscious
victim is never an easy operation.

Once a victim is on board begin First Aid at once.
Regardless of the victims condition, always treat for
shock.
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RIGHTING CAPSIZED CRAFT

he

I!! :I

!!!1!!..!l 1.11K 1110,

1,,

,w I

HI 1,....111. 1)..:AH,r. hid

Ii ,,;111ho,ft lho

,,oirletirnes Tin)! hV the
11 th.IM It! Atl

IL-Ctler :Jr: he tiI,iI nil sven

:ippliadlirly i c:ipsi/ed

Lull I., ieinewheI the ainount it Wnwit,_e thin Ciii he

ty, nrotot-,0,it's. thc ppor::ch

it.:eft. there :lie two ot. thoutthi- Aiuno:ich tin
upwind and iippi-oach iront dnwitwnid. 111c upwind
appro3ch Li, the ativionds.te ot keeginc the te,,lie vessel
dein i niost 1 the dehris. dk,wriwind

:Ipproach will and in kCeiiiil5 the inotorboiii, with its
higher Ciechoiird, inn dritiriti. down ill the sitilbo:it,
trappinu either crC\VHWI; betw..ten the ve,sels.

The fluid decision (,) the iinprIrach intel he rnade
only tIler sitidihg the .2onditions n iltilsi 'Hole utti he
no ;ex tdA,01', :in.y,i2; :hat coee7

ii:strue the stilt 1 to stay with
the sailhoal And don Ctivel-1 tight twAy %%, hether

. is ni tionhic
needs to be i);:seti the

enecis 'Th", di the wiletni
('IN not let the mei

;Ohl ()1

powei.
IC possible the sails should he ronor.cd thP.0 the

capsifed hum, ititi ge'ar c ;Heeled 'on Me rescue boat:
pick up a'd loose lloating gear. Righting :md towing
procedures vary greatly depending on the type of
sailboat. 1)o not tow a boat while still capsized. She will
be unmanageable and damingc will almost certainly

result.
One method proven successful in righting sailctaft.

after a bow line has 'been secured, is to have the crew
right the vessel in the water by standing on the keel or
center board forcing it down. It may be necessary to
further assist the crew in this operation. If this should he
required. secure a line to the mast and pull it to the stern
of the rescue boar. Lift the mast, remove the line, and
continue to raise the mast manually, righting the craft. If
this is not successful, it may become necessary to
remove the mast in order to right the vessel.

Once righted. have the crew, still m the water. go aft
to the vessel's stern. Sind) the vesers how to the rescue
vessel's stern with her bow held high, start towing
directly to windward. Crew weight aft and oalanced with

boys up lviii help dram a swamped hoJt ;old keep her
uptiolit while heing towed. -idle tine! of the sailboat
should be tended hy the crew in sectocd

the In nide; /hal Ow b,,v; jjI

:owin.y 1.:11-.::, !Ins %%Ill

speed helps di CoLpil,, hit Ii witch us i'd

',11;1111;rnd plONCHIN

ANC( the CL,Ckpil dr:fltwd :17;:!

pei nut, luing the sailcraft along side the SA!: vessei ;Hid
hale the clew hail out the retn:tining

TECHNIQUES OF TOWING

prohahly the ino:.t common type oi
tnade ho:itnien iii gencial inid ids, the

:nost :oritroversial. Conditions it the ,,ea ;Ind wt2:011ef

11:1:e gfeho hearintl on hwing teehrHque, p. does the
ttipe i er:Ol heing towed.

It4ote any towing opeiation thC CICW mem-

heis of the rescue essel ;Ind the pei)iiis the

v(7ssel should don PI:D's. This is 11CCOS3IV lot
the safety of ;inyinie woiking topside and in tile event
that the towed vessel bounders.

Pleasure craft ale not well suited for towing because
:rein clear. ale usually an of the morello and iuddei.

causing a towing stiain on the stern :old ntiahittpit IllOre
dftncInt ti iespond to rudder. 'The goner!l theolv It
towing is to make the line last on the rescue vessel at
some point forwilid of the rudder.

The hest method lor making last a tom line on a
iescne vcsl,el III he pleitsuic Clan design is the use ol Ii

niummt Rom bitts rot ward ;Ind

wheel. Such luidles should be v. tapped to pievent
clroing. :aid made of nRtut or manila Inn., lbe
thumb tor the length (o- a towing brldid is three tnnes
the width id the towirl,: vessel's transom.

A long tow line should be used and diould never hc
made last in such a manner that would pievent it trom
being cast off, cut, or changed on an instants notice.
When the tow line is secured, take up the slack slowly.
go forward into the wind slowly or 111VC someone play
out the line by hand. A sudden burst of speed causing a
surge or yank on the line can damage either or both
vessels.

Nylon line makes a good tow line not only because
ob its strength but because of its ability to spring or
stretch, easing shocks. Long tow lines tend to ease
towing because the line sag relieves sudden strains. In
rough seas it is advisable to use a long tow even on light
craft,

The exception to this usual rule of a long tow is in
tough weathet when a very large vessel is towin; a small
vessel, and a short tow line will keep her close in the
towing vessel's wake and out (4f the heavy se:g.

When practicable the tow line should allow both the
towing and towed vessels to be on a wave crest or in the
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trough a; the sante time. This k sometimes ea1led
keep* ; -in step.-

Aftei ;-king in quiei waters and near a dust Mat on.
take in on the scope of the tow line il(); ter

handling at close quarters.
Remember, always swing as wide as pussil-de om1,1

buoys, boats or channel trims. allowing tor towe.1).e.
to follow.

Tow lengths fur a small :11 d mav he cc

plished with lines no longer t an 2S: feet 1.

powerboats and sailboats.have :,:ast 100 tee
or scope. Remember a tow lin.: is always a p,
danger to 'myone near should it eak and whip it' H ie

vessel, particularly nylon which 1.as considerable :,:t,_11

under a strain. This applies o both the tesce a:- d
disabled vessels, so keep a consLnt vigil MI the 1,-ie d

keep clear from directly bellind it.
A member of the crew is always assigned to watch

the tow line and towed vessel.
The tow may be taken alongside for maneuvering in

close quarters, such as docking.
The towing of a vessel is usually always the end of

the mission so use good judgment and exercise all

precautions to prevent further difficulties. Tow at a

speed that allows control and avoid excessive strain,

TECHNIQUES OF REFLOATING CRAFT AGROUND

ft,sounds like a very simple operation to send a line
to a disabled vessel; approach with rescue vessel, how on,

:Iss the line and move (mt. Some assists, hut not many,
le just this simpl..J. However. he concet ned with tliose

atuanons which, hecause the condinors ot one or more
ftiors. complicate the inannevei.

All that sjloui to he discussed is with the

1ption 11111 the i tressed vessel is grounded hut mu
(it stimnied Opc: lin, should he asce: tamed m all

:eseues of ti-: nature immediately upon arrival, Should
!diet of Oh: it may he better to let the
...ssel remain where ..he :ind place anchors to prevent
irther damage. Ir damag- severe. it may be necessary
) also take an andioi IL hole 0) hold her oi pull still

urt her in until tempor:ity lepails can he made.
Wind, current and W:iler depth are the conditions

le;Lerminine, action in assisting stranded craft.
When emnlitions are such that close approach is

inadvisable, anchor with one or two anchors and send in
Si

11 t/te wind or cunent, or both, are broadside to the
direction of the pull, the assisting vessel may stay
anchored even while pulling the stranded vessel to

deeper water, as she may lose maneuverability and go
aground broadside.

When the assist is to he accomplished with the
rescue vessel under way. the tow line should he tnade
last well forward on the rescue vessel so that maneuver,
ability is maintained while under the hauling stress.

Severe strains are exerted, particularly on the
stranded vessel, the,-efore.. a bridle around the entire hull

1:R72-2;/ CR.Cat/ A 1-=-REA:ER

bridle

Citdos-deck'> WIND OR CURRE1;T
or snubbing
lines

St
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with cross deck or snubbing lines should be used. This
would also apply to the rescue vessel, if there is any
doubt as to its ability to withstand this concentrated
strain. Personnel on both boats should stand clear from
the towline to avoid injury should it part under strain.

The type of bottom on which the vessel is aground
must be a further consideration. It the bottom is rocky
and the hull is dragged, more damage is done titan by the
crounding. Muddy bottoms may cause suction and while
attempting to pull the grounded vessel, it may be
necessary to Ii ;he persons on board her rock the
vessel front sic._ to side breaking the suction. Sand
bottom will not create suction. but will build up quickly
on the seaward side of a grounded vessel.

In some instances in tidal waters when the stranded
vessel will not come free and is not in any immediate
danger, it may be advisable when on a low tide to wait it,
out for a few hours. Be certain to secure the necessary
anchors to prevent further distress when this situation; is
requested or recommended.

Assisting a grounded vessel is a dangerous operation
and it is of paramount importance that the rescue vessel
does not also become a disabled craft. Exert caution in
apnroach to the vessel and never sacrifice ability to

maneuver.

TECHNIQUE OF APPROACHING A
BURNING VESSEL

Approaching a burning vessel should never be

undertaken by an Auxiliarist unless the lire is a small
one without danger of explosion, and only then when it
is to s.ive lives that could be rescued front the water, or
to prevent the burning craft front drifting into anchored
or docked boats nearby.

The average Auxiliary Search and Rescue Vessel is
not equipped to cope with tire, which requires special-
ized fire fighting equipment and training..

When it is absolutely necessary to take an injured or
unconscious person from a boat afire, make the ap-
"roach and departure without a second's /0.5.5.

Break out all fire fighting equipment and have it
ready for protection to the SAR vessel.

The approach to the burning vessel should be front
upwind to keep clear of smoke flame or sparks. String
fenders, extra life jackets, cushions or whatever padding
may be on ;board, on a line and hang sante over the bow
to serve as a bow fender, which will be the contact point
with the side of the vessel afire. Do not ey.ert pressure or
push the distressed vessel as such may result in bringing
the vessel around and broadside to the rescue craft.
Accomplish the mission witlt all possible speed and get
away fast. Leave upwind front the.fire.

Persons on vessels that are burning badly should be
instructed to put on life jackets and jump overboard. on.

windward side, and he taken on board the rescue vessel
from the water. Conditions which would tiap the vic.tints
against the boat would alter the departure cde If the
burning vessel.

Another service which Auxiliarist may peitorm is
the Safety Patrol around a burnim2 vessel. Leening
curious and untrained boatmen horn crnisilp,:..,cltlInt the
danger area of the tire and anticipated explosion. Saving
life and the plevention of further distress is the mission.

HELICOPTER EVACUATION

Helicopter evacuation is a LiAilt.its,
the distressed person and to the night cry.. and hould
only he attempted in a nutter In life or

When requesting helicopter evaellati,,:

(a) j;ive the :IL:curate position. rinr,...T,!ed.
weather conditions, sea conditions. direcul,,
velocity, type of vessel and voice liequencv t,1
distressed vessel.

(b) If not already provided, give complete niedical
information, including whether or not the distressed
person'.is ambulatory.

lel If the vessel is heyond helLopter
diversion intentiow, so that a iendezious poiqt ma.) he
selected.

11 there ale changes to any item icp H:d

earlier, advise the rescue agency immediately. l-fliould the
distressed person die before the arrival of the helk opter.
he sure to advise those assis.tin. Remember the opem-
tion involves.risking the flight crew; lives as well.

(e) Provide continuous radio guard on specified
voice frequency, if possihle.

(1) Select and clear.. the most suitable hoist :ilea.
preferably aft on the vessel. Tins must include the
seeming of loosc gear. Trice up limning iigitie ind
booms. If hoist is aft, lower the flag stall.

(v.) II- the hoist is to Jake place at night. light the
pickup areas as well ;is po'ssible. Be sure to ing :Thing any
lights on the helicopter, so that the plonk not blinded.
If there are any obstructions in the vicinity, put a light
on them so the pilot will be aware of their positions.

Off Point search hghts vertically to aid the flight
crew in locating the vessel and turn them off when the
helicopter is on the scene.

(i) Be sure to advise the helicopter of the location
,of the pickup area on the vessel before the helicopter
arrives.;so the pilot may make his approach to gft. amid-
ships or forward. as required.

(j) Remember, there will be a high noise level
under- the helicopter, so Voice communications on deck
will be almost imPossible. Arrange a set of hand signals
among thCi crew who will assist. Keep personnel not
involved clear of tile hoist area.
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gas-tight in those parts rxhich present possihle
hazards. as welt kcspnw tre,::.';;SaltV er,tergencv
equipment aboard.
2. To codtrol damage caused by IT,
grounding, explosion and tire.

Ira movide emergency temportuv rep:1r. rat

F.2siCt,2

ing,

.Auxiliarists. while primarily concerned with S.AV-
ING LIVES. may become involved with situations where
knowledge and advance preparation may save property.
Damage control shall never he attempted when there is
risk of injury or peril to life.

ist.trair of holes In th,St hUtt

arc strictly en r-r.r.encv measures. Whatever material is :it
baird IlltW he The imporiant thing is to keep the
vessel afloat.

(a) Small holes. broken lines. lost shafts and such
may be temporarily repaired by driving wooden plugs or
wedges into the opening. Plugs wrapped in cloth also
make good seals. Care must he taken before driving pluj,:s
and edges so as not to enlarge the crack, split the hose
or fin rher the damage. Plugs of assoited sites should he
carried on board for these emergencies.

(b) Large hull holes through which water is pouring
are difficult to control. Inside patching or plugging may
be accomplished with Pillows, mattresses and blankets
hacked up with fioor-bOards. table tops, deck chairs or
other solid items available on scene. Inside patches are
preferred since outside girches are difficult to tend and
may he knocked off by Sea action. There are many types
rtI patches and shorings which !nay OrJ, used in the
emergency. One must be calm, alert and work fast with
the tools at hand if the vessel is to he kept afloat.

tel Outside hull patches :it; usually nude ill calm or
shallow writer when inside patches :Ire ineffective. and
then only when the ererboard action cies,2nts no danger
to the perstm or persons making the repairs. Canvas, rain
curtains ol covers, industrial plastic (carried especially
for such purposes) plywoOd or Mast/lite inay he used to
cover the hole. To secure the materials above the water
line presents no major problem in nailing on wooden
hulls. For holes belov the waterline nailing is difficult
and a staple gun should be carried for this purpose.
floles in plastic or fiberglass hulls present a special
problem in securing the patch. A section of sponge
rubber (such as used for under earl, padding) should be
carried to sandwich between the hull and patch to
prevent slipping. The rubber or other such inateria' and
covering patch (of solid material) are then secured in
place with lines around the hull such as one bandages a
wound.

Silcraft with holes in the hull can work a spinnaker
or large sail beneath and aeound the hull, forMing-a-bag.

Water pressure will keep the sail tight over the hole on,:e
it is secured around the hull.

Flooding water Call seldom he controlled h ordi-
nary bilge pumps -alone. When special pumps ale Mit
immediately available, and the damaged vessel's 111,)tOr is
operatirn,, close off the through-hull valve (:1 the water
Intake cd- the COUltlit2 SyStent and sever the hose, thus
using the engines water pump to bail the vessel.

FIRE PREVENTION

No (Me wins against a tire It may he fought
effieiently and well, the damage mav be ninumited. the
fighters work hard: but the fact remains the property is
lost, sonic lives inav even he lost or injuries received.
Therefore, th,2 best svay to combat fires is to prevent
Orem.

The Once ingredients required for fire are: FLEA..
HEAT and OXYGEN. These ingredients are like the
three sides of a triangle. Eliminate any one side of this
triangle and extinguish the fire. Eliminating fuel on a
small craft with built in tanks impossible. Heat, the
second side of the triangle, may be removed through the
use of water, water sprays or by ventilating to the
outside. Oxygen, the third side of the triangle, may he
removed by introducing another gas into the fire area
and so diluting the atmosphere that it will no longer
support combustion. Foam may also be used, which
creates a blanket over the fire tone preventing fresh
oxygen supplies from reaching it.

It is important to understand the different classes of
tires since they murtt be combated by different means.
Water is ideal for some tires, but can ruin electrical
equipment or cause short-circuits and, if used aril gasoline,
may make the tire worsc. Fires are classified into the
following three general types:

I . Clas fircs: Fires in ordinary eomhustibie
mrrterials (such as bedding, clothing. canvas,
rope and wood) where the cooling, effect of
water is of first importance in extinguishment.
The chief characteristics of Class A combusti-
bles is the . embers or ashes remaining after
burning. Material of this type must be cooled
throughout the entire mass before extinguish-
ment is complete.

2. Class /3 fires: Fires of inflammable liquids (such
as gasoline, oil, grease, paint and turpentine).
Materials of this type burn at the surface where
the vapors are given off. A smothering or
blanketing of the burning surface is best for
ex tinguishinent. Foam, CO., steam, certain dry
chemicals, and a combined use,of fog with foam
are effective in smothering this fype of fire.

3. Class C fires: Fires in electrica) equipment
where use of a "non-conducting" ektinguishing
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11 t,: dc-energize the cilcizIH
heire /1)::JC.

(('02) I, ...:::)11-:uill171C1,)T
La! etTupment

ASSIFICATION CF PIRE E>:Th\iC,U;SHEi:_:

IlIC Ine upcn
xhich the tntlIlpliSh-.2N are n-ior ,:ffeetke. the range of
the extinguisher. :ind whether the extinguisher is safe ftir
use on five electric-a! e(luipment.

Type of
Extincruisher

Soda-Acid Class A

CO2 Gas
Cartridge Class A

Water

Foam Class B

CO2

Effective

Class B-C

Approximately
35 feet

Approximately
35 feet

Approximately
35 feet

2 to 8 feet
according to
size

Dry Chemical Class B-C 20 to 25 feet
according to
size

SCUBA DISTRESS INCIDENTS

Safe on

Electrical

No

No

No

"I' es

Die Coast Cua:d
pro5iding recompre:.,sion I Ci H 15' Clii pin C H 1 1

III:Wrp.ririo deo )inpr,..-.sioil sAk.hsTIri.,
SCUBA Lv,HI
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Uhrid ma: he lequeie,_ pe seekrina

emeiganc_: tT-ertnent raJnitie:.
Gri;nd .Auxiliary shaii ]10n:

trar,sportation ;ind adv.,sing or-

'iaI1CTC The 11;2;itedi

l('2.itCd 11110 noirfving rile Coa-:r Guatd 1 the need
%,kie: that

can ne plep:ifed H reenve i1C patient.

IN NO EVENT SHOULD COAST GUARD AUXIL-
IARY PERSONNEL ATTEMPT TO DIAGNOSE DE
COMPRESSION SICKNESS OR ADVISE USE OF
RECOMPRESSION EQUIPMENT. RECONIPRESSION
TREATMENT CAN BE is ATAL IT ADMINISTERED
\VI,ILN NOT REOUINH)-

11iJI RC:11: Celiie: rieceary
,:h,:inher, located

\sitimn, its (Ikt:h.:t.
ne.,.e.,:ny in

thc-c

i. Depth ol the w:iter ill %Cnt,,11 the vi,:nin has
heen

Rate of a:scent f:om what deptil .
tri time down on the dive.

-4. Amount of time dt,wri and depth (qi any

preceding dives nuide durrr.,.!, tile vist 24
flours.
Loc,,,rion and nature of first .yrtiptorn (i.e.,
cramp in calf of lett le g. pain in ba:ck of
neelx.) and same information on ally suc-
ceeshur. symptoms.

2.

.1.

SUMMARY

The inforinalion L:oritailled in this chapter k not
:mended to train rep:inien or rire fighters. It is

intended to cdu,::,iie lIlelili. r the AuxilH,y thq
UlkielLiki! inn C:tion :11 in :my way endanger
human lives or pi:Tern, ,,perly evaluate those
-itthitions which mav m :my time.



CHAPTER Xl

SAR ADMINISTRATION

Search and Rescue administration in the Auxiliary
consists of (1) processina SAR intotmation promptly
and accurately, (2) effectively managing the training and
preparedness of personnel and facilities and (3) main-
taining close contact with the Coast Guard and civilian
rescue agencies.

PROCESSING SAR INFORMATION

Every Auxiliar:st involved in patrol or SAP. activity
should know how to properly complete a CASUALTY/
ASSISTANCE REPORT form (CG-3937) as shown in
Figure 3. Applicable items in each lettered block are to
be checked or circled and each numbered blar,k is to be
filled in with appropriate information. After completing
the form. the Auxiliarist forwards it as directed by the
District instructions.

Auxili:'ry Flotilla and Division operations officers
should establish converdent SAR incident notification
and report forms, to speed SAR information from Coast
Guard to Auxiliarist and vice versa. An example of a
possible format is shown in Figure 4. Reporting results
after a mission to the nearest Coast Guard operational
unit is a must.

It should also be noted that for the Auxiliarist or his
flotilla to be credited for an assist, the report of
assistance must be received by the District Director of
Auxiliary.

MANAGING PERSONNEL AND FACILIT.ES

The effective management of SAR personnel and
facilities begins with training of the personnel. The
successful completion of the Auxiliary Communica0ons
Specialty Course and this Search and Rescue Specialty
Course are- fundamental to this objective. SAR chills
serve to keep SAR personnel and facilities in pieparec',

ness. SAR facilities should be facilities inspected by the
Flotilla or Division Operations Officer in order that he
may have direct cognizance of the vessel capability and
seaworthiness for various missions.
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A roster of SAR personnel and facilities shuuld be
maintained by the flotilla and division operations offi-
cer. A copy of the roster should also be provided to the
local Coast Guard unit. However, notification to a
particular Auxiliary facility for L. SAR mission should
usually be made through an Auxiliary operations officer.
Notification procedures should be reviewed with the
local Coast Guard unit commander and watch personnel.

Flotilla or Division Operafions Officers are also

responsible for the scheduling of personnel to man the
Auxiliary SAR Mission Control, if such a facility is

maintained.

MAINTAINING CONTACT WITH AGENCIES

Auxiliary flotillas engaged in frequent SAR work
should maintain continuing personal contact with repre-
sentatives of police, fire and sheriff rescue units,
ambulance services, conservation units, SCUBA clubs,
and similar organizations, and should maintain a liaison
file of telephone numbers. Dockmasters, bridge and lock
tenders. marina operators. fish camps and light-keepers
are also persons whose telephone contact should be
listed,

Civil Air Patrol and aero clubs can bc of great
assistance in AR and should be included in any listings.
No liaison file has ever had too much information in it.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Since the cause of engine equipment failures cannot
be determined by superficial inspection at the time of an
incident, the form CG-4880 has been designed to collect
this information after repairs have determined the
problem areas. This information is of great value in the
establishment of safety standards.

CG-4880 is franked and pre-addressed and need
only be handed to the boatman by the assisting
Auxiliarist. A copy of the form is shown in figure 5.



A. ASSISTING AUXILIARISTS
MEMBLR UMBER

I

U.S. COAST GUARD AUXILIARY - CASUALTY/ASSISTANCE REPORT
( Circle or check all ,.-3pplicable items, fill in blanks, and send as directed to the

Dirttor of Auxiliary or Cognizant C G Unit.)

DEPART1

CC

2. PR I NT NAPE (Last,Ftrst, M.1.) (List t.ther F. CAUSE OF CASUALTYrists assisting on reverse side.)

B. CRAFT ASSISTED
His, /Or r.,:r:z.fgrfLrer rio:

2.

4. HCP5EP0,-..P

6. LENGTH IN FEE

(Ourhoardon!v)

15. msRE C
I (Oulboardonly)

17. CURRENT CM_ EECAL?

1

1 ',ES C.1- so

1. ENGINE FAILuRE!
GOI- 43 0 I ES

. ECIJIPMENT FAILURE

3. PULL FAIL0,L:
4. CDT OF I70EL
s. WEATHER

6. CVERLOADING
. imPROPER ISO

B. OPERATOR FAILT

OTHER

C. DATE/TIME OF ASSIST I. TYPE OF ASSIST
I DATE TIME ON SCENE 3. HOUS ON

(MO/D/YR)
1

ASSIST

AM

D. WEATHER CONDITIONS "
ISIBILITY 1-2. SEASTATE WO- 2. wIND(wlor,)

I

(ti)

E. LOCATION OF ASSIST
CO DISTRICT 2. COUNTY(Newres0

3.SIATE(Neares0 BODY OF WATER

I. TOw
2. REPAIR
3. REFLOAT
4. ',DEL

5. MEDICAL
6, RESCUE
7. OTHER (SpecifN)

1C

NATURE OF CASUALTY
G. CRAFT

01. LOSS OF Ppw,R
G2. PLOCOING
13. GROUNDING
OA !PLANE cRAsH
Os. CAPSIZING
06. SINKING
07. DISAPPEARANCE
C,i3. 0 I RE/E XPLOS I ON

FEEL
P. ELECTR.

GR. COLLISION WITH VESSEL
PS COLLISION (0:her)

s. rIXED OBJECT
B. 'LOATING OSJECT

1.
2.

',ONE

0 03,ER (S;,s;-if )

.1. ASSIST GIVEN TO

01. ROWBOAT
02. AIRCRAFT
03. SAIL ONLY
04. AUXILIARY SAIL
05. HOUSEBOAT
06. OPEN MOTORBOAT
07. CABIN MOTORBOAT

OR. CANOE/,<AYAK
09, PERSONNEL ONLY
10. OTHER (Specify)

1. OISA
2. FALL
3. FALL
4. BURN
S. STRU
6. CRUS
7. NONE
B. OTHE

K WH

- --
I. ON R
2. ON
2. ON C
4. ON R
L.WAS

YI

M. DID Y
CG ON

N. LIVES/PROPERTY
I. NO. L I V ES SP.:ED (Give nunws in remarks)
2. NO. OF PERSONS OTHERWISE ASSISTED _____

3. No. PERSONS DROWNED (Cive names fw remarks)
4. NO. oF LIVES LOST OTHER THAN DROWNING

_

5. NO. PERSONS KNOWN TO REQUIRE HOS
6. VALUE OF PROPERTY SAVED (EStirnlit!
7. vALUE OF PROPERTY ASSISTED(Estin
FI, PROPERTY DAMAGE CDOVER 8100 C

Previous editions are ohsclete

6 )

(Over)

FIGURE 3



1UXILIARISTS

I 1-1 _I H
Ma.) (List cther oaxilta- F. CAUSE OF CASUALTYside.) _

E(7;INt: FAILURE:

U.S. COAST GUARD AUXILIARY - CASUALTY/ASS1STANCE REPORT
(Circle or check all applicable items. fill in blanks and send as directed to the

Director of Auxiliary or Cognizant CG Unit.)

ASSISTED
le, if not cu.

3. ENGINE ST1P.14-i
(Outboard or

S. MAKE CF ENCIE.'
(Ourboard only)

7. CURRENT OvE PLCA
1

YES E- NO

E OF ASSIST
ON SCENE 3. HOURS ON

ASSIST
PM

:ONDITIONS
VfET-Ft)Th . INDTK-not

OF ASSIST
COUNTY (Nearost)

800Y OF WATER

') 12 S

IENT FAILURE

. 1.0A1-11N,

A,I15IOPER L.4.1 IN,.

D:EPARTN,L.N7 cv -AANSPORTATION

U. V. SCAS- 000RD
CC 3337 I SE.. 1.73)

NATURE OF CASUALTY
G. CRAFT H. PERSONNgL

NO Cl. LOSS
02. FLOOSIN,
2/3 "1.75 NDINS

S.
CYS. SINsINC

st,s5EAPAN.2E
'IRE 1.,11-LS

. A. LLESTS.

1.29. COLLISION ALM '.ESSEL
COLLISION 'eT1IL:oc)

A F I C T

P. 1-LcAT!Ny

I. DISAPPEARANCE
L FALL
3. FALL IN YDAT

Tju111.5"SCALT:s
5. STFUDN 91: BCAT,PRCSL LER
S. CRUFssE:/, INCHET.
7. NON:
3. OTHER ,X;ser:/".

:..TYPE OF ASSIST .1. ASSIST GIVEN TO

0 I SowSCAT
CZ. A(RCRAFT
C3. SOIL ON) Y
04. AUXIL lApy SOIL
ON. HOI1SEHOAT
GS. OPEN MOTORBOAT
07. CAPIN MOTORTIOAT

RE P4 IT.?

ITUL C AT

5, mcoiCAL
f(5_55,5!E

7 0 rr'R (Specif, )

Os. CANOE/SAYAs
09, PEPsoNNEL oN1_,
10, OTHLR I.Cpeotf,)

K. WHEN ASSIST OCCURRED,
WERE YOU

_ .

1 . ON REGATTA PATROL
2, oN SAFETy PATROL
S. ON CG ASS 1ST MISSION
4. ON RECREATIONAL OUTING
L . *AS TUE ASSIST ON CO ORDERS?

E7 YES E. NO
M. DID 500 REPORT ASSIST TO COG:

CO UNIT? YES EINO

1 rIO. LivEs SAVED (1:Ite nurnas in
2. NO. or PERSONS OTHERWISE ASS ISTED
3. 140 PER 3055 DROWNED (Clue names in remarks) --
4. NO. L IVES LOST OTHER THAN DROWNING

N. LIVES/PROPERTY
S. NO. PERSONS NNOAN TO REQUIRE HosPI TALI ZATION
6. VALuE OF pROPERTY SAVED (('stimate.) 1

7. VALUE. Or PROPERTY ASS IS TED (Estimate)
9, PROPERTY DAMAGE OVER 1100 CT UNDER sloo r-73 NONE

te %Overt

FIGURE 3
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USCG AUX SAR LOG

NOTIFICATION DATA

NOTIHED: DATE TIME EY PHONE NO.
OTHER AGENCIES NOTIFIED TIMP PHONE NO.
COMMERCIAL ASSISTANCE NOTIFIED TIME PHONE NO.
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS TO BE CONDUCTED ON
FAMILY OR FRIEND TO BE KEPT INFORMED PHONE NO.

DISTRESSED RAFT DATA

VESSEL NAME PEG NO. TYPE
COLOR LENGTH 'SEAM DRAFT
LAST POSITION GIVEN TIME GIVEN
DOCK OR RAMP DEPARTED FROM DESTINATION
NATURE OF DISTRESS

TOW REQUIRED ADRIFT ANCHORED
NUMBER OF PERSONS ABOARD NUMBER INJURED
OPERATOR'S NAME PHONE
ADDRESS

MAATNE CB

EQUIPMENT ABOARD: RADIO RADIO FLARES
FLASHLIGHT CLOTHING
AUTO DESCRIPTION: YEAR/MAKE COLOR
BOAT TRAILER DESCRIPTION

SEARCH CRAFT DATA

CAPT. FACILITY
DEPARTED FROM 'TIME ETA
TIME ON DISTRESS SCENE POSITION
DISTANCE FROM REPORTED POSITION OF DISTRESS
NATURE OF DISTRESS FOUND

CAUSE OF DISTRESS
ASSISTANCE RENDERED
WEATHER: ViS WIND__ WAVES TIME SECURED

Figure 4.
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F. r, Apr:,

DEPARTUENT CF TRANSPURTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
CO -4880 (10.72)

ENGNE/EQUIPMENT FAILURE NOTIFICATION

YOU HAVE JUST BEEN ASSISTED BY THE U.S. COAST GUARD AUXILIARY.

The AuxIllary Is c., vaHr.leur, c-:-::::J7 , :,.::,-m:....:.,n. W.-.tk.r..; '.....t !.: ''.:-. -, T!,. :1,':::*)

Qnd !nail:ma tb.ls cz.":::i 7.1:,- ::,,-.,or, :1,1, !i.e .T.;!..TT.,T !,, 1.,-!,T,T.,.,--,..:-..!-::_--: '.. .: tc-: !;-Tr !..--,n
aeterrntned. -1-1.-;e Ir.! or77 .7?Icn y, . prc.,ir .e....] L.' _;:,,, 1 :,? ''.,-, -T.--T,, .,1,..,1!:

any nec,nson/ nool /en:7,m. :,111:71!-,1 !,!Jr.1 IT '. :, 1:,:i v.11. :!.. ,.. !...-T!,.T, - r!
relliable and ec.onorr,1C,31 bc,JI 1,7:: y0:1: 1-,:tc 1 l:r. 7. ; ; ,N ;;;,;:(,.

NOTE: If )tlu hat.' arz: ,hatht uhnut the safer?, ,,, yr ,,,r, ple,:,. u rit, t,, the
address orz rerer,e, ,:zde.

2 , Ax

.
3 mop

5. 04Aw

,....

.

T

.

6. SER 1.
.t.

CAUSE OF MALFUNC flON ('X applicable items)

9. Fc7--D,R7. FUEL SyST0.1 8. ELECTRICAL LuePICATioe. .

1. FUEL PUMP 1. FAULTY wIR1NG

2. ALTERNATOR

11. CIL PLA,P

z 01! FILTER

,3. LEAK

_
.-.2. INJECTION PomP 2 CLUTCH

- ---
3. CARBURETOR/INJECTORS 3. GENERATOR

4. LEAKY LINES/FITTINGS 4. VOLTAGE PEG. 12. criNTI,OL. -_,

--IT-SHI F T

13. CooL !''t.; SYSTEM- --
1. WATLS PIJ*Me.--
2 LEAK

".

.

S. FILTERS 5. SPARKPLuGS

6. VENTILATION 6. DISTRIBUTOR 2. SPEED

7. BATTERY 3. STEERING

15. MAY WE CONTACT YOL! IF ADDITIONAL

..',LS EINO

INFORmATION IS NEEDED?

FORM 18, DATE

,

I 1 9. HUI!. IGENTI, !CATION

I . AREA CODE AND TE

NO. Ilir availabl17. PRINT NAME or INDIVIDUAL cOmPLETING

FIGURE 5



For Approved OAIB No. 00.3084
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPGRTAT1CN

.5 . COAST GUARG
CO -4960 (10.721 ENGINE/EQUIPMENT FAILURE NOTIFICATION

YOU HAVE JUST BEEN ASSISTED BY THE U.S. COAST GUARD AUXILIARY.

e-:erlj. Orly bop! ;;;.: 1

rpilable or:d
NOTE: 11 -.tu hut e on) ,!oubt .:hotIt the safer, (1,f` :4) the

aYdre.cs rerer.e

90A1 PEGI S TRAT I ON NO.

M.:1,E Cr ACAT

3 V.:"p-R_ 4. ENGTh

5. or.KE c,

LCAUSE OF HALFUNCT1nq (*X" app1tpable iterns)
7 SYSTE3.1 S. ELECTRICAL 9. LuBRICATIOr,

I. FUEL Pow' 1. F AUL TY AIRING 5. OIL r L.r.A P

2. :PiJECTIOs 2. AETERNATDR 12,, OIL F IL TER

3, CARBURETOR/INJECTORS GENERATOR 3. LEAN
4, LEAKY L INES/F I T TI NCS 4, VOLTAGE AEG. 12. c,:Nrii'OLS
5, F 1 ETERS 5. SPARKPLI:OS I. SHIFT

6, VENT!LATION 6. D I5TR I BuTCIR 2. SPEED

7. BATTERY 3. STEERING
16. l.4AY 'WE CONTACT YOU IF AOD TIONAL INFORMAT !ON

C:: YES E-2. NO

IS

PRINT NAME or INDIVIDUAL comPLETINO :ATE

tO
.

41. DART FAILURE

2. Cly.TrAr

13. l'ii0L1`.(:, SYSTP.

LACK FLNI b
-
FART rAILINE
CLUTLH

NREER PLAAP

2. LEAK

TIlLA soreift;

16. ARE A CODE AND TEL PHONE NO.

A1L !FE NT l ;I AT ! ON NO (if utirhir')

1-,-.1GURE 5



CHAPTER XII

PUBLIC INFORMATION AND LEGAL ASPECTS OP SAR

GENERAL

This ..shaptet
1:11.1.1%. C 041+1 PuHr.: inft,rmvp 71
Aspects of SAR: however it is designed to alert the
Auxiliarist to potentially difficult situations he may
em:ounter. The Au:,:iliarist should also be aware that
these areas may require amplification by other Coast
Guard directives and publications.

RELEASE OF: INPORMATIDN TO NEWS l'IEDlA

Generally. Auth-ry SAR assists to the pubh.: .!rsi

ri,:complished while undei ofticial Coast Guard orders. In
such cases any news otreries must he referred to
Coast Guard Group Commander who issued the orders
or other Coast Guard ofriet2r or unit having operational
control of the SAR case. In other cases, news = .2:ease

information should be limited to a statement that an
accident or incident has occurred, the location of the
incident, the time it was reported or occurred, and
information ,:oncerning the Auxihary's own operations
and accomplishments in the assist or rescue. The rules
for release of information concerning civilian casualties
are complicated and may involve state, ,:ounty, or
munic;pal requirements. Therefore members or the
Auxiliary shall make no statements to the media
regarding casualties.

The value of SAR photographs for aceident analysis
investigations and for use With SAR articles should be
kept in mind during all incidents.

ENTERING PRIVATE PROPERTY

Trespass is the entry without right onio lmd or
private property which belongs to another. As a general
rule, Auxiliary SAR. personnel and land SAR units r,hali
obtain the private owner's or occupants' permission
prior to entry when engaged in a SAR incident.

However, trespass by Auxiliary SAR personnel,
while rendering assistance to persons or property in
actual distress, can be excused or justified if it is clearly
required by necessity to preserve life or property. For
example, it is permissable to go on another's property to
prevent a drowning, in these circumstances, every effort
must be made to avoid or minimize damage to the
private property,

r.1IKING AND GUARDING ',NRECKAGE

I he Go.isi (Ju.rtt.i as nit, stat..tory L.:'qui:etitent or
11-1,1 or s,1.1ar dirte o s rccage. G nil:111.3 V.iter,

the vessel ov,ner is responsible for this matter. During
the execution of a SAR mission, the Coast Guard may
elect however to -nark wreckage in order to mark
DATUM or to T.:event further incident, or guard
wre,:kaze to preserve evidence for aJcident investigation

tO Provide sHr th0 K::.,Iuriry of the property i:tvolved.

ENTRY INTO CANADA

. An agreement has been reached to insure adequate
cooperafnon between the U. S. and Canada in :ir sear..itn
and rescue operafions along the common boundary. The
agreement basically states that rescue facilities of Canada
or the United States which are engaged in emergency
Search and Rescue operations. be permitted to enter or
leave either country without being subject to the
immigration or customs formalities normally required by
the Government of either country, provided that the
Rescue Coordination Center involved in the search or
rescue, either directly or through some person delegated
by it, assumes the responsibility of informing by
telephone or telegraph the immigration office and the
customs office nearest to the-territory over which any
search or res,:ue us to be instituted, of the unended
operation, giving details as enumerated in the .agreement.

As provided in a treaty ratified fir 19Ws c,-.sels and
wrecking appliances, either from the United States or
Canada may salve any property wrecked and may render
aid turd assistance to any vessels wrecked, disabled or in
distress in the weters or on the shores of the other
country in that portion of the St. Lawrence River
through wIfich the International Boundary line extends,
and, in Lake Ontario, Lake Erie, Lake St. Clair, Lake
Huron. and Lake Superior, and in the Rivers Niagara,
Detroit, St. Clair and Ste. Marie, and the canals at Sault
Ste. Marie, and on the shores and in the waters of the
other country along Atlantic and Pacific Coasts, within a
distance of thirty miles from the International Boundary
on such coasts. Wrecking and salvage privileges include
all necessary towing incident thereto, and nothing in
Customs, Coasting or other laws or regulations of either

6 5



country 11 le

wreckirri,
salvin,.: in the ihe 0:1.er shall. as

:b praCti,:abie
,:

ENTRY !NTC,

proy',Ic=,..1

res.2ue appirattb. either ..c,uniry.
ill td ,,r assb: ,e;

inClUdint; ,t_Jabied
in ..1.s:res., ii, I v I 1 1;i1

7'2.,. ':

:
intending to :rite:. ;no ter:at..h, or tetonial tarors
the othor in order to .bs:st.

the 7. serld of such

a.ftion e inten0icf1 to in..; viii0eter.t. anih,oruics ai the
port of entrs ot that of.h.., cotw,n., Crp2

distress. The teleraphic
dispatch hv 20mMu-

111C.Ii: procea

and :issist. the dbiros-,:d ve-sei sucb
competent autiuniti..-. :hat adeate Lisstari,:e Is aviii .

able. or that, tor any 0;her s;ich assistance is 001
considered 1Iee.e.ss0t0,

'lire nni orratier uf or :irpardfil,', %%filch

enters the ter;nol-, o; :1 0.)1;',1Zfl.,

1CMict tins Heats shall
nofity thc such co.ietry
departure rrom such ietriiny waters; and
private ve.ssek. so ea p.r0ate distresscd

',11:1; m.1

passengers :hereof, Cid,: pro5istons of

the laws in force in the .:C.:1:1ITY territorial
waters such assistance U rendered.

As used m this treats, the %void "assistan,:e- means
any :ler necessany: or desirable to prevent the injury,
arising from a marine peril, ol persons oi property. and
the word "vessel- includes aircraft as well as.every kind
of conveyance used. or of, helme used. tor trans-
portation On water.

REMOVAL OF HUMAN REMAINS

The extent ot the responsibility of tile Coast Guard
for the recovery ot bodies of drowned persons is stated

HI- SC ;;;-, la, I so, tar as is perturenr. reads
"... tne oast (iLid,id 1,or the budies of

h) may have perishc.td in such catastrophes...The
froph.es re:erred I ore "marine or air:rat.: disasters,

-r riyods i:ich the Coast Guard is present." The
lane.rialte -ne statutes is permissive rather than

f.1_;,l1tH: arc ;int s?ecilically
-7,tr.01yn, ,qhci

11;:11 su,:h catastrophes, i.e.. through hathers
ineptness or inabilit at swimming. or thr,,ugh persons
faiting from bridces. ;oats or piers or perisiun :i. in the
.0,-ater iSF:, Li re:yin H :eir own sul,ndal the Coast

fOr

t.. strti
1:1 .1:1,i 55111 .2 Acfe.

Guard

1..:L:.11, to r:te re:bon:11)1e

tc,i.inieiCt!
Decisions as to \,..liether a Coast Guard Auxiliary

unit shall voluntarily render aid in any individual case of
this kind rests svnii the owner'operator of assisting
facility unless otherwise directed by the local Coast
HIr.ifU. COM:nand:1 liviflit operational control. In gen-
erai. any such case. personnel and equipment should
not be sent to a point beyond the nonntil area of
operations or the tacility. Often this situation call be met
his tending responsible civil authorities the dragging gear

ther ,ninor equipment which they inay
The careful preservation of human remains has

important implications for accident investigations, legal
requirements. and hurnamt:man purposes. The following
cuidehne ,Ndl he observed:

I. On land, the remains of military personnel, or
civilian personnel employed by the military,
shall h, removed only upon the approval of a
medical otThei. The remains of other civilian
r:rsonnel should be removed in accordance
with the applicable laws of the arc:i.

2.. At seti, the remains shall be ret:overed whenever
possible and preserved for delivery ashore. 'File
remains of military personnel, and civilian
personnel employed by the military, shall be
delivered to a medical officer of the parent
service. The remains of other civihan personnel
shall be delivered to the local coroner or
medical examiner.

Normally, in every such case a delicate relationship
with the public exists. Auxiliarists are cautioned to use
tact and judgment, and to avoid every indication of
apathy or indifference on the part of the Coast Guard or
Auxiliary to the humanitarian considerations involved.
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LEGAL ACTION SUBSEQUENT TO
A SAR INCIDENT

Personnel engaged in SAR activities may become
involved with certain legal actions after some incidents.
Operating personnel are not expected to know the
legalities of the questions which might be raised in such
cases. If the primary purpose of SAR-- the saving of life
and propertyis carried out with proi'essional care. zo, -
judgement and common sense. operating personnel will
be on firm ground if legal questions are later raised.

If legal actions or questions arise following an
Auxiliary SA R assist conducted while under official
Coast Guard orders. the Coast Guard legal staff shall be
consulted prior to making a public statement.

HANDLING PRIVATE PROPERTY

The custody of private property such a, bt.,ats,

equipments, and other property which co:nes into the

6 7

possession of an Auxiliarist while rendering assinance on
official Coast Guard orders. should be turned ovei to the
Coast Guard unit in operational control of the SAR case.
If the assistance is rendered while under official Coast
Guard orders in an inland area remote from the nearest
Coast Guard unit. or while rendering voluntary assist-
ance. such Dronerty should be turned over to the
nearest state or local law enforcement authority for
further disposition. Any information relative to time and
location that the property came into the hands of the
Auxiliarist. and any information relative to ownership of
the property. should be provided.

CHARGES FOR SERVICES

No charges are to ever be made by any Auxiliarin
involved in search and rescue for saving or assistina lives
or property. Gifts or gratuities of any kind shall never be
soli,:ited, either directly or indirectly, from those as-
,Hed or m atir way connected with the incident.



CHAPTER >or

SAR DRILLS

Coast Guard Auxiliary Search and Rescue drills aro
-,conduted ft.'r purpose of preparing Auxiliarists

render se:vice to fellow bLatmen that only practice
and training can qualify a person to render. Thrcuah
increased efficiency. unnecessary delays will be pre-
vented. affording greater protection and skill in missions
of Search and Rescue.

The procedures and techniques taught n the Auxili-
ary Search and Rescue Course are advocai i onduci-
ing all drill operations, however, condition .1ring the
judgment and resour.o2fulness of the W. :icipants
should be stressed.

Each Flotdla and Division should two or
more SAR drills each season. Individual Aiixiliarists
should practice the techniques discussee, until profi-
cient, especially those involving the man overboard. Prac-
tice working together. form Flotilla teams and perfect all
aspects of the SAR mission. Teamwork. a, well as

knowledge. is a prerequisite for success.
An Auxiliarist, as the Captain of his vessel. may

encounter any of the situations discussed. The distress
may not be identical but the basic principle outlined will
enable him to properly perform the Iasi.: with skill.

A simple SAR drill is one for a los' boat, which has
been previously anchored, or begun drifting at a pre-
determined location. on a day when the sea is calm and
the weather proper for the mission. Never risk personnel
or property in weather or sea unsuitable for ;:ruising.

Before any SAR drill. at any Auxihdry level. is

conducted, other than the personal practic jnd perfec-
tion of individual icchniques. permission rmist be ob-
tain ed froin thc cogni:ant Coast Guard authority.
Request for permission must include the following
information in order to obtain approval:

I. Flotilla or Division Number desirMg to condqct

2. Date and time drill will be conducted and
concluded.
Area drill is to be conducted within and Chart
Number to be used.

=4. Permission to use CG frequencies.
5. Name and call sign of control vessel.
6. Name of Auxiliarist in charge of drill,

7. Names of participating Auxiliarists. Facilities.
Facility Numbers and Radio Calls.

S. Local Coast Guard units or facili- invited :o
participate.

9. Drill procedure to be followed.
10. Objective sought by drill,
I 1 . That notification will be made immediately to

SAR Coast Guard Officer in event of drill

is absolutely require,d1 in order to use
2670 L r 157.1 MHz for the drill. The Flotilla
Operations Officer should submit this request. through
the Div. -ion Operations Officer. to the coznizant Coast
Guard ..uthority well in advance of the drill date
requested.

The Division Operations Officer will cooldinate
exercises, when two or more Flotilla drills are desired on
the same date. before forwarding requests to Coast
Guard. He will immediately forward all properly sub-
mitted requests for drills to the Coast Guard with
endorsement of reconunendation for approval or reason
for disapproval. Improper requests should be returned to
the Flotilla with reason and not forwarded to the Coast
Guard until correction is made. Corrected requests shall
also be forwarded thfough the Division Operations
Officer as original requests.

The crew for each participating SAR drill craft
should include at least three. Complete instructions
should he given to all partkipants in the drill. including
the name of the Auxiliary Officer in charge, the name of
th-.2 boat Ift will be aboard, and the boat's Auxiliary radio
call. The period of the search, the time limit allowed for
the drill, the concluding place of rendezvous following
the drill, and the method by which they will be advised
of the SAR ,.-iission; all should be items of instruction.

To effect realism, the nature of the distress, mission,
or any details pertinent to that which is to be per-
formed, will not be disclosed until the SAR drill craft
are dispatched.

SAR drill problems may also be discussed at Flotilla
meetings. Heaving lines with "monkey' fist" may also be
made under the instruction of the Flotilla Member
Training Officer at a regular meeting.
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APPENDIX

GLOSSARY OF SAR TERMS

Aircraft it'reckage Locator: A record of all aircraft
wreckage witl R area of responsibilitY Coinasts
of a visual Hot ot each wreckage on a map and
referenced hy number to an index tile containing all
pertinent data concerning the wreckage.

Air Interceptirm: To effect visual or radar contact
by a SAR aircraft.

Air Supply: The delivery by air of items to a drop
or landing area.
-.. Air Route Traffic Gmtrol Center: The principdl
facility exercising enroute control of flights within its
area of prisdiction. Approximately t_ro such centers
cover the United States. Each has communication
capability to.adjacent centers.

Area Responsibility: A designated area in which an
activity is responsible for coordinating and controlling
SA R operations.

Border Clecirance: Clearances and inspections re-
quiredto comply witn federal, state and loctil agricul-
tural, customs, immigration and immunization require-
ments.

Case:
r.

circumstir.:es relating to particu-
fott-s.rty requirm- SAP, opcLidons.
lniormation relating to individual SAR

cases compiled and maintained by RCCs,
Closed Mission: A mission which Infs resulted in the

positive determination of the location of the search
target and for which there exists ho further requirement
for rescuing the survivors or providing them with a
means of survival,

Commwrication and Harbor Check: Contactihg, by
any means necessary, ull persons and harbors which may
have or obtain intbrmation concerning the location or
status of missing or overdue surface craft.

C'ontrolling Agency: An agency which has primary
responsibility for a specific SAR mission and controls all
operations incident thereto.

Coordination: The function of integrating efforts of
SAR facilities for a concerted and harmonized execution
of thi. SAR mission in an effective, economical manner.

Coverage kactor (C): Ratio of Sweep Width (W) to
Track Spacing (S), or C' = W/S.

. Datum: The probabl-c pc4ition 1120. distros_
incident or survivors, corrected for drift.
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Ditching: Controlled landing of a distressed plane
on water.

Ditch Heading: Course selected by. pilot of dis-
tressed, aircraft to make controlled landing on water.

Drop Zone (WI: A specified alea upon which
pararescue persiinnel, equipment and supplies are
dropped by parachute, or on which supplies and
equipment may he delivered by free fall.

[qui-time Point: The point along the route at which
the aircraft May either proceed to destination or return
to departure base in the same amount of time.

Escort: A rescue aircratt accompanying other air-
craft in flight as a precautionary measure so that
immediate SAR may be provided if necessary.

Extended. Communication Search (EXCOM): Con-
tacting, by any means necessary, all agencies along'a

given route or in a given area that Were not contacted by
the Preliminary Communications Search and which may
have Or 'obtain information concerning the loeation or
status of a SAR objective.

facility: Any craft or device, used to effect SAR
ope rat ions

Eu/sc :Vent: An incident (it mission which L later
proven false due to the lack of a valid objective.

Notation (;ear: Equipment utilized to provide
survivors with notation on water, such as airborne
lifcra

li)ain Path: A path of fire extinguisher loain knd by
vessels on the ditching colirse to assist aircraft forced to
ditch at sea.

Freciall: (I) Personnel parachute jump in which a
statie line is not used and the parachutist pulls the rip
cord; (2) Aerial delivery of supplies or equipment
without the use of a parachute.

Ground Interrogation: The process of interviewing
various personnel in the field to obtain or verify any
pertinent data concerning an incident.

Homing: A technique of arriving over a SAR
objective by keeping an aircraft headed toward that
point by reference to radio. Loran, ri.,.;ar or similar
deviees.

Incident: Any situation which requires notif-ic-ation
to, and alerting of, SAR facilities and which may require
SAR operation;. _
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h.cidev Classificalion. Three phases in which an
incident !nay he claSsitied Ur progressed according to the
seriousness of the incicfeu and its requirement for rescue
service.

a. Uncerwinty Phase: Doubt exists as to the Safety
of a craft or it:. 'personnel because of lack of
in formation concerning its position, or because
of knowledge of possible difficul ties.

h. Alert Phase: Apprehension exists for the safety
of a craft or its personnel because of a continued
lack of infoimation concerning its position or
-progress or becau:c of definite information that
serious difficulty would be unavoidable.

c. Distress Phase: .Immediate assistance is required
because of a continued lack of information
concerning the position or progress of the craft
or because definite information has been received
that craft or its personnel are threatened by grave
or imminent danger.

Ineklent Processing: The procedure of reeeiving,
evaluating and classifying incident reports, procuring and
evaluating additional data; alerting and assianing mission
control when rescue service is required; or terminating
the incident if it is determined to be false or not
requiring rescue service.

Identification, Friend or Foe (IFF): A system of
identification of aircraft which carry a special responder
beacon.

Inland SAR Region: The inland areas of Continental
United States, except waters under the jurisdiction of
the United States and.the State of Alaska.

Interception. The dispatch of a rescue aircraft to
locate, intercept, and escort an aircraft whose operating
efficiency has been impaired.

Joint Rescue Coordination Centet': An installation
staffed by supervisory personnel, from more than one
participating service, and possessing sufficient facilities
to direct and coordinate all available search and rescue
facilities within a specified area.

Jumpmaster: The assigned airborne qualified indi-
vidual who controls parachutists and droppable supplies
from the time they enter the aircraft until they exit.

Land Search: The search of terrain by earth-hOund
personnel.

Last Known Position (LKP): The last position
received front an aircraft or the last position at which
the aircraft was positively sighted, and identified by a
ground Observer.

Liaison Hle: A file main.t.:tined by all RCCs contain-
ing complete information (names of organizations, key
personnel, how contacted, available facilities, area of
operation, etc.) on all agencies within their area of
responsibility who arc capable of assisting rescue opera-
tions.
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Lightlinc: Light beacons placed in a line to Lossist
aerial navigation.

Lines of Comonmication (LOC17: All the routes,
land, water and air, which connect an operating military
force with a base of operations, and along which supplies
and reinforcements move.

LORAN: An abbreviated mime for a long-range
electronic navigation system which uses the time diver-
gence of pulse type transmission from two or more fixed
sta tions.

Maritime SAR Region: The waters subject to the
jurisdiction of the United States; the territories and
possessions of the United States (except Canal Zone and
the inland area of Alaska) and the bigh.seas as shown on
the chart of the National SAR Plan.

Marking_ t erialof st4 ne-tive
color or design displayed by grOund troopS to signal
their position, progress, or other information to friendly
aircraft.

Meteorological Visibility: The maximum- range at
which very large objects such as land masses or moun-
tains can be seen.

Mission: Any situation which requires the dispatch
of SAR facilities. A mission exists when the requirement
for SAR operations has been deturnined, mission
tesponsibility has *been assigned to the -appropriate
Mission Coordinator and SAR facilities :have been
dispatched,

Mission Coordinator: Official designated by a SAR
Coordinator for coordinating and controlline, a specific
SAR mission.

Mi:;sion Control: See SAR Operational Control.
Mission Log: A record maintained/by. the Mission

Coordinator of all operational activity /Pertaining to one
specific SAR mission.

Mission Ready Ermipment: All/equipment carried
on SAR aircraft and equipment maintaine'd by rescue
team personnel which is to heused primarily to aid !n
the survival,and/or rescUe of distreSsed personnel.

On-Scene-Commander (OSCI: Official who controls
SAR operations and communici tions at the scene of
distress mission.

Operational Control: See SIAR Operational Control.
Operations Log: A record fmaintained by all rescue

coordination centers, of all operational activity.
Orbit: A precautionary procedure in which a SAR

aircraft(s) maintains position over a given point(s)
somewhere along the proposed route of a "target"
aircraft(s), and maintains communications with "target"
ain:raft(s) in the event SAR service is required.

Overseas SAR Region.: OveTseas unified-ommand
areas (or portions thereof not included within the Inland--
Region or the Maritime Region.)

Paradrop: Aerial .delivery of -personnel, supplies or
equipnten t by parachute from an aircraft.



Pararescue Team: A group of five men specially
trained and qualified to penetnue to the site of an
incident by land or parachute, render medical aid,
accomplish survival methods and rescue survivors.

Point of Safe Return: The most distant point along
the planned route from which an aircraft may safely
return to its point of departure, or alternate airpOrt.
with required fuel reserve.

Precautionary Mission: Any mission in which rescue
facilities are dispatched so they are immediately "on the
scene" in the event rescue service is required.

Preliminary Communication Search (PRECOA1):
Contacting through normal communication facilities all
agencies along a given route or a given area which may
have or obtain information concerning the location or
status-o-f-a-S-AR-objeuive.

Probability of Detection (PI: Chances of sighting a
given SAR. target, expressed r:s a percentage, under
existing conditions.

Radius of Action (RIA ): The maximuin distance
that an aircraft can fly from its base before returning to
the same or alternate base and still have designated
margin of fuel.

Regional SAR Coordinator: The person responsible
for coordinating and, as appropriate, directing SAR
operations in a SAR Region.

Rescue: The removal of survivors from the site of a
disaster or hazard to a place of safety.

Rescue Control: See SAR Operational Control.
Rescue Coordination Center (RCC): A primary SAR

facility suitably staffed by supervisory personnel and
equipped for coordinating and controlling SAk Gpera-
tions in a Region, Sub-Region or Sector as defined by
the National SAR Plan.

RCC- Controller: The officer on duty in a rescue
coordination center (RCC).

Rescue Cover: The deployment of rescue facilities
over a given area.

Rescue Support: Providing SAR assistance for a
specific SAR mission.

Rescue Team Commander:, The senior ranking
rescue team member present where ever rescue team
personnel are deployed.

Responsible Agency: The agency which is respon-
sible for or has primary interest in the prosecution of
SAR operations within a given area or for specific SAR
missions.

SAR Alert Notice (ALNOT): The notification given
to interested agencies that an aircraft is overdue.

SAR Alerting Post: An agency designated to serve.as
an intermediary between .a person rep.orting an aircraft
in distress and a rescue coordination center.

SA R Alert StarUs: Personnel and equii lent' imine .
diately available and operatiOnally ready to Fender SAR
service.

SAR Alert System: The procedures by which
personnel and equipment are scheduled and maintained
on alert status to insure operational readiness.

SAR Alert Warning: The notification given to
interested agenci.n that an aircraft position or arrival
report is overdue.

Search: A systematic reconnaissance of a defined
area, such that all parts of the area have passed within
visual or electronic surveillance.

Search and Rescue (SAR): The employment of
available personnel and facilities in . rendering aid to
persons and property in distress.

Search and Rescue Coordinator: The person respon-
sible-for coordinating and, as appropriate, directing SAR
operations in a SAR Region, Sub-Region or Sector.

Search and Rescue Coordination: See Coordin.
Search and Rescue Mission: See Mission.
Search and Rescue Incident: See Incident.
Search and Rescue Operations: All actions pertain-

ing tb the prosecution of a SAR incident or mission
from the time of initial notification until the incident or
mission is terminated.

Search and Rescue Operational Control: The tem-
porary functions of control exercised by SAR Coordina-
tors, SAR Mission Coordinators, and On-Scene-
Cominanders over assisting SAR forces for the purposes
of prosecuting a specific SAR mission.

Search and ReScue Region: The Inland, Maritime or
Overseas SAR Region as defined in the National SAR
Plan.

Search and Rescue Sector: A geographic sub-
division of a SAR Sub-Region.

Search and Rescue Sub-Region: A geographic sub-
division of a SAR Region.

Search Pattern: A systematic plan of search craft's
tracks over a search area to.assure complete and uniform
coverage of an arc...

Search Radius (P.): A radius originating at the most
probable position of the target at any' specific time and
having a length equal to the total probable error position
plus a safety factor to ensure complete coverage.

Sector SAR Coordinator: The person responsible
'for coordinating and, as appropriate, directing SAR
operations in a SAR Sector.

SITREP: Situation Report. A special message for-
mat to report SAR information to a higher authority.

Sub-Regional SAR C'oordinator: The person respon.
sible for coordinating and, as appropriate, directing SAR
operations in a SAR Sub-Region.

Submersible: A civilian submarine or under.vater
vehicle.

Sweep Width (W): A mathematically expressed
nieasure of detection capability.

Supply Mission: The delivery of' equipment and
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!Of Othel- than
aidilft, survivors.

.S'uspo,accl :Ilission: A mission in which SAR units
have been dispatched and search has been conducted,
,but due to uncontrollable ew.dinstances such as unfavor-
able climatic conditions. exi.- of information
leads, thotou,4ii search vdth Iis lesuits, SA

non, have been temporalily discontinued pending fur-
ther developments.

Track Spaciv: The distance between adjacent
search tracks.

Miter Lights: Water actuated lights laid in a path
along the ditch heading to assist a pilot in ditching a
dis..ressed aircraft.
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Lite Rafts Snell Boats
(1,a0 30')

WEEP WIDTR !! FOR VISUAL SEARCH

Values for W given Ln Nautical Mileo

Small Boats
(30' to 60')

Small Boats
(60' to 90')

Hundreds
Ft. Altitude

Sur-
f*cs 5 10 20

Sur-
face 5 10 20 30

Sur-

fez. 5 10 20 30

Sur-
face 5 10 20 30

Sur-
face 5

1 .7 .7 .8 .8 .7 .7 .8 .8 .8 .7 .8 .9 .9 .9 .9 .9 .9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5

..
u 3 1.0 1.2 1.8 1.8 2.5 2.0 2.3 2.9 3.0 3.5 2.8 2.9 3.1 3.2 3.4 3.2 3.2 3.3 2.4 5.0 4.0

.-.1 .

.0 e 5.. 1.4 1.6 1.6 2.7 2.7 2.2 2.7 3.2 4.0 4.2 3.0 3.6 4.2 4.3 5 0 4.2 4.5 4.7 4.7 8.0 7.0

4 i4 lar-> 1.8 Ica- 2.1 3.6 1.9 3.5 4.2 4.5 5.8 6.5 5.5 5.8 6.2 6.5 8,0 7.1 7.3 8.0 5.3 0- -10:0-

.-0 d
. .2 15
S .,...

1.9 1.9 2.6 3.6 5.2 4.8 5.5 6.7 7.0 8.5 7.6 7.4 8.6 9.8 11,0 10.0 12.0 13.0 13.0 14.0 13.0

r15.0
20

-.z
2.0 2.1 2.8 3.6 5.3 5.1 6.2 6.8 7.1 8.6 8.2 9.0 9.6 10.0 12.0 12.0 12.5 13.0 13.5 15,0

0
t 5 30 2.2 2.3 2.9 3.6 5.5 5.9 7.0 7.0 7.1 8.7 9.5 11.0 11.0 12.0 12.5 12.5 13.0 13.5 14,0 17.0 17.0

Z2 40 2.2 2.4 2.9 3.6 5.6 6.0 7.1 7.1 7.2 8.9 10.0 11.0 12.0 12.5 13.0 13.0 14.0 14.5 15.0 17.0 17.0

50 2.2 2.4 3.0 3.6 5.7 6.0 7.t 7.2 7.3 9.0 10.0 12.0 12.5 13.0 13.5 13,5 14.5 15.0 15.5 20.0 21.0

WRITECLF CORRECTION FACTORS

WIND (KNOTS) 0 10 15 20 25 30 60 50 60

RAFTS .8 1.0 .9 .7 .5 .2 .1 - -

SMALL lknATS .8 1.0 .9 .7 .5 .3 .2 .1

SflIPS .9 1.0 1.0 .9 .8 .7 .6 . .2

DYE MARKER .9 1.0 1.0 .9 .6 .4 .2

SMOKE .8 1,0 .8 .6 .4 .2 .1

Figure 6

VALUES FOR W FOR VISUAL AIDS (Based on 30 milee

118.2."-mS:
Dye Marker - 4 miles (reducing to nil in
Mirror - 8 miles
orange Smoke - 12 miles (greatly reduced in
White Smoke - 16 Gallas (greatly reduced in

Very Light - 24 miles

Float Light - 20 miles
Hk. 13 Flare - 22 miles



Life Rafts Small Boats
(Lena 30')

SWEEP WI020 W FOR VISUAL SEARCH

Valuee for W given La Nautical Miles

Small Boat.

(30 to 60')

Small Boats
(60' to 90')

Large
Veesals

yd.
Sur-
face 5 10 20

Sur-
face 5 10 20 30

Sur-
face 5 10 20 60

Sur-
face 5 10 20 30

Sur-
face 5 10 20 30

.3 .3 .7 .7 .8 .8 .8 .7 .8 .9 .9 . 9 .9 .9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

1.0 1.2 1.3 1.8 2 5 2.G 2.3 2.9 3.0 3.5 2.8 2.9 3.1 3.2 3.9 3.2 3.3 3.3 "..4 5.0 4 0 4.1 4.1 4.2

-
1.4 1.6 1.6 2.7 2.7

3.5

2.2

3.5

2.7

4.2

3.2 4.0 4.2 3.0 3.6 4 2 4.3 5.0 4.2 4.5 4.7 4.7 8.0 7.0 7.3 7.4 7.5

2.1 .6 4.5 5.8 6.5 5.5 5.8 6.2 6.5 8.0 7.1 7.3 -8.0 8.3 11.0 MO- 10.2 11.0 11-73

1.9 1.9 2.6 3..6 5.2 4.3 5.5 6.7 7.0 8.5 7.6 7.4 8.6 9.8 11.0 10.0 12.0 13.0 13.0 14.0 13.0 15.0 16.0 16.2

2.0 2.1 2.8 3.6 5.3 5.1 6.2 6.8 7.1 8.6 8.2 9.0 9.6 10.0 12.0 12.0 12.5 13.0 13.5 15.0 15.0 16.0 17.0 17.5

2.2 2.3 2.9 3.6 5.5 5.9 7.0 7.0 7.1 8.7 9.5 11.0 11.0 12.0 12.5 12.5 13.0 13.5 74.0 17.0 17.0 17.0 18.0 18.5

2.2 2.4 2.9 3.6 5.6 6.0 7.1 7.1 7.2 8.9 10.0 11.0 12.0 12.5 13.0 13.0 14.0 14.5 15.0 17.0 17,0 18.0 19.0 19.0

2.2 2.4 3.0 3.6 5.7 6.0 7.2 7.2 7.3 9.0 10.0 12.0 12.5 13.0 13.5 13.5 14,5 15.0 15.5 20.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.5

WHITECAP CCeRECTION FACTORS

ns) 0 w n N n 30 40 so 60

.8 1.0 .9 .7 .5 .2 .1 - -

MS .8 1.0 .9 .7 .5 .3 .2 .1 -

.9 1.0 1.0 .9 .8 .7 .6 .4 .2

M .9 1.0 1.0 .9 .6 .4 .2 - -

.8 1.0 .8 .6 .4 .2 .1 - .-

Figure 6

VALUES F0R W F0R VISUAL AIDS (Based on 30 miles visibility)

Daytime:
Dye Harker - 4 miles (reducing to nil in heavy SBA,

Mirror - 8 miles

Orange Smoke - 12 milee (greatly reduced in high winds)

White Smoke - 16 miles (greatly reluccd in high winds)

Nighttime:
V-,-y Ligh - 24 milee
Float Light - 20 miles
M. 1? Flare - 22 milaa
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APPENDIY_

VELOCITY OF WIND CURRENT

IN MILES PER DAY

BEAUFORT FORCE
OF WIND

WIN() sPEED
IN KNOTS

f
WIND CUR-RENT

IN MILES PER DAY

1 1-3 2

2 4-6 4

3 7-10 7

4 H-16 11

5 17-21 16

6 22-27 21

28-33 26

Figure 8
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APPENDIX

DETERMINING WIND SPEED FROM SEA CONDITIONS

Sea Conditions
Wind Speed
in Knots

Sea smooth and mirror-like 41 to 47
Scale-like ripples without foam crests
Small, short wavelets; crests have a 48 to

glassy-appearance-and -do not bieak
Large waveiets; some crests begin to

break, occasional white foam crests
Small waves becoming longer: fairly

frequent crests
Moderate waves, taking a more pro- 56 to 63

nounced long form; many white
crests; some spray

Large waves begin to form; white crests
everywhere; spray

Sea heaps up, breaking wave crests
blown in streaks; spindrift appears

-Moderately high waves of greater
length; edges of crests break into
spindrift; foam is blown in streaks
along the wind

55

0

74

64 and above

Sea Condi nous

High waves; dense streaks of toppling
foam; crests, excessive spny

Very high waves with long overhanging
-cies-1s, resulting -1-6aM pa taies
blown in dense white streaks along
the direction of the wind; surface
of the sea is white, tumbhng waves,
visibility reduced

Exceptionally high waves that may
obscure small boats and ship; sea
completely covered with long white
patches of foam along direction Of
the wind; edges of the wave crests
blown into froth; visibility reduced

Air filled with foam and spray; sea
c ompletely white with driving
spray; visibility much reduced,.
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Direct:OH

SW to NW

SW to NW

SW to NW

SW t o NW

S to SE

S to SE

SE to NY::

SE io NE

E to NE

APPENDIX

WIND BAROMETER AND WEATHER

Sea Level Barometer Readings:

30.1 to 30.2 or 191') to 102$ steady

30,1 to 30.2 or 1019 to 1023-risina rapidly

30.2 or 1023 and above-stationary'

30.2 or 1023 and above- falling slowly

VYenther ludicalfris

slight temperature changes.

Period of fair, followed by lain.

Continued lair,- lit tk-or no-teiriperature
change.

Slowly rising temperature and a brief
fair period.

30.1 to 30.2 or 1019 to 1023-falling slowly Rain within 24 hours.

30.1 to 30.2 or 1019 to 1023-falling rapidly

30.1 to 30.2 or 1019 to 1023-falling slowly

30,1 to 30.2 or 1019 to i 023-falling rapidly

30,1 or 1019 and above-fallini

E to NE 30.1 or 1019 and above -fallin4 rapidly

SE to NE

SF to NE

S io SW

F. to E

Wind speed increasing, rain within 12 to
24 hours.

Rain in 12 to 18 hours.

Increasing wind, rain within 12 bows.

In summer, with light winds, rain may
not fall for several days: in winter,
rain within 24 kaurs.

In summer, rain probable within 12 to
24 hours: in winter, rain or snow
with increasing winds, will often set
in when the barometer begins to fall
and Ole wind sets in from the NE

30.1 or 1019 or below-falling slowly Rain will continue 1 to 2 days.

30.0 or 1016 or below- falling rapidly

30.0 or 1010 r below. -+.f,g slowly

19.8 or 1009 or below-- fallnig rapidly'

o N 19.8 or 1009 or below falling rapidly

Shin La \V

- - - _

or 100" ()I- ileh)v, rw, rapid

7

Rain, high wind, followed within 36
homs by clearing.

Temporary: period 0: el.:!,:ring.

Severe storm imminent followed within
24 hours by clearing and in winter by
cold.

Severe not theast gale iind precipi-
tation: ini% inter, heavy snow followed
by LI cold

1.1';iiing and colder.


